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HOLLAND
fOLUHE NUMBER 44

Tbar^ty, December 30,

Hope College Lecture Course.

ALL

WE ARE

Happy

More

every-day of our fresh

r\LD YEAR,
away.

Its

Year

sands are full run.

slipped into the vistas
with

has

pleasures and profit, loss
all

though

cheap drink

the price

is

so

low

Try a Pound

of the past, bearing

our joys and sorrows, hopes and fears,

it

them

It

It is not a

Wo

will

Deliver

M

and gain— burying

an the sepulchre of time.

Year— Farewell; but hark!

Farewell, Old

“Ring out the

old,

Ring

in the neu)

—

Ring out the

false,

Ring

And so we say

to our

many, many friends

in the

B. Steketees

true."

GROCERY
Phone

1014 185

River Ave.

Thorough Canvas Made in City and
Most of the Merchant*Agreed to
Close Every Tuesday.
In conformity with the rules adopted
larger cities then UoUand, the mrr
chants in this city will beginning Tues
day to close their stores at six o’clock
sharp. Henceforth until further notice
the only evening that these places of
business will be ojren will be on Satur-

day

And here's hoping 1916 may have naught

Perfect

but happiness in store for you.

Fitting

Jas. A.

Brouwer

Glasses

VAN DER

FIRE TRUCK

STORES WILL CLOSE AT SIX

night.

In doing this the merchantsare aim
ply establishinga precedent that will
very shortly be the unwrittenlaw in
every city, town and hamlet within a
few years. The day is fast passing
when a merchantmust make a slave of
himself by getting to his store at six
o’clock in the morning and leaving nt
ten o’clock at night.
Not so many years ago the merchants
Holland did just this thing, their
stores were open every night as long as
trade would enter their place of business. This constant grind got to bo

monotonous and an agreement was

A Happy, Happy, New Year

ON! 00! YOU

FOR TUES-

SHARP BEGINNING TUESDAY

18c Coffee

farewell! 1915 has passed

RUDY

Carnegie Hall. Tuesday, Jan.

DAYS CLOSING

roasted

New

1915

EDWARD AMHERST OTT.
Selling

NEWS

(JITY

SLUIS CHAIR-

MAN MUSIC COMMITTEE

MACHINE DRIVEN FROM DUPLEX WILL HAVE CHORUS OF
FACTORY FOR FIRST TIME
FIVE HUNDRED VOICES
TUESDAY.
Will Be Held at Charlotte Several Preparations Already Under Way for
the Binging at the State Sunday

Weeks

Until Other Truck la
Purchased—And Then— 9

School Convention

.The combinationhose and chemical
truck for the Holland fire department
(f) has been completed and was run out
of the Duplex factory for the first time
Tuesday, according to an article ap
pearing in yesterday’s issue of the
Charlotte Tribune. The articlestates
that the machine is a beauty and that
it attracted large crowds where ever it
stopped in a trip around the city. The
machine was given a test in which it
showed up well.
The Holland truck will be held in
Charlotte for several weeks, pending
the completion of the hook and ladder
truck, when the two will probablybe

This morning John Yandersluiswho
is on the music committeeand is the
chairman,selected Herman Cook and
Cornelius Dornboa, as his aides to for
ulate plans for the musical part of tho
convention.
It whs decided to get together 900
mixed voices and divide them in two
choruses of 250 members each.
The convention will hold meetinge ia
two places. One division will occupy

Carnegie Hall while the other will hold
sway in the Knickerbocker Opera
House and a chorus will be delegated to
each one of these places.
The music committeewill eanvaa all
driven to Holland, asthere are severs?
cities on the route where demount ra the churches in the rity and select
tions of the Duplex fire trucks have good singers from e^ery ‘denomination
been nsked for, says the Charlotte pa- who will aid by their efforU to brinf
these rhorusei to a high degree of ef
per.

en-

tered into between the differentbusiness houses that Tuesday and Saturday
nights be devoted to business and the
remaining nights they and their clerks
were privileged to spend their evenings at home.
In closing Tuesday evenings the merchants are simply taking a step further
in the direction of more freedom for
themselves and their employees and no
doubt the time is not very far distant
when all the shopping will be done in

11.

In spite of the friction caused by the

flciency.

fire truck in officialcircles of this city
it

seems ns

if

the

work on the apparatus

is not boinjfcinterruptedat the factory.

Althoughthe storm has subsided in

this
city for the time being It is quite cer-

ADDITIONAL LOCAL
Win. Heidleman ia viaitlng in
Hoit for the holidaya.

D+

,

tain that the fight is not over. The •
aldermenare apparenly just as determ-

Venry Brusse is home from an Eaatined as ever that the Trucks will not be
ern trip.
used In Holland and on the other hand
— :o:—
the police commissioners who ordered
the truck are just as determined as ev- ^ John Stephan is in Grand Rapida toer that Holland shall have the trucks.
the day time.
Grand Rapidn
i. In Grand
Rap
— :o:—
There will probaby be no devcopments
large atorea all dose
the for several weeks until Hie trucks are
____ at
__ 6. o'clock
. Jit _____
Sheriff Hans Dykhuis of Grand Hayear around with the exception of dur- driven Into fhia city.
ven was in the city today.
ing the Christmas holiday season. This
— •®i—
early closinghas not inconvenienced the
", Mra. A. Visscher was a Grand Rapida
sfiopper in that city to any great
visitor today.
extent
fact
vote
ING
IN
taken at two of the largest stores about
Charles Mocker, night watchman of
a year ago at which time customers CIJJt?TARTED
SEVEN AND
IT IS SAID THAT MORE THAN
were given the privilege to vote as
the Ottawa iaiaid up with a broken leg.
100 ABE NOW IN THE CITY
to whether these stores should remain
— :o:
open or close up at 6 o’clock the year
Mr. Jno. Khbeliuk, the “celery man*'
Three
years
ligo
the
Park
Board
inaround, the vote was almost unanimand wife of Kalamazoo are spending a
ous for an early closing hour. No doubt troduced into Centennial park a large few days in and about the city.
squlrre
cage
and
purchased
seven
fine
the trade in Holland will conform itself
to the new rule adopted by the mer- squirrels. Since that time these squirProf. John E. Kuizenga will preaek
chant* here and will feel gratified that rels have propagateduntil there are at the Trinity Reformed church Sunday
. v ..
others are spending their evenings with now, it is said, over a hundred about
the city.
__ *Q
the home circle the same as they themEvery ao often John Kooyers, who
Lou Bouwnian and family have reselves are and that they have been partially instrumental in bringing this has charge of Holland’s zoologicalgar- turned from a week’s visit to Grant,
about by cheerfully purchasingtheir den lets go a number of these squirrels Michigan.
— :o:—
until at present they are found in every
needs during the day time.
shady nook in the city.
Mr. Wall of the Brownwall Engine
The firms who will colse their stores
Hope College Campus, Lincoln Park Co., took the interurban for Grand Rapon Tuesday are the following:
and Prospect Park have severalof them ids this morning.

„

a

and in

SQUIRRELS ARE BECOMNUMEROUS
CITY

5*t-

—

^TH

—

Stevenson’s
THE

Valuable Information

Optical Specialist
tell

24

EighlliSi. Holla*

and most people are anxious to

.give information.

One
.his

to

naturally absorbs informationin

dealings with a bank and we are here

encourage the giving of valuable help

and information regarding all business

JUST A FEW

matters.

We

pay 42 iatereit ceapeiadedSeml Ainualy

.

Hand Carved
Frames

Holland City State Bank

IN

Oldest Beak la Ottawa Ceaaty

Comet

The Bank with the Clock on the

.

•

jpVERYONE has something valuable he
can

evening.

Gold Finish

Dry Goods
— :°:—
many of the shady atreets in the
A. Steketee& Sons; A. Steketee & besides
Henry B. Kreis and son Leon took
city.
Sons, grocery; J. Vandcrsluis;French
“The Birth of a Nation” at Powera
The Park Board is also putting up
Cloak Co.; Du Mex Bros.
theater, Grand Rapids, last evening.
boxes about the city where the squirHardware
— :o:—
John Nies’ Sons, I)e Free Hdw. Co., rels can make their homes and it is not
Ed Meulenbachwho has been visiting
long before it is seen where a box is
John Vander Veen, Van Dyke it Sprietthe Landwehr’s has returned to his
placed, that Mr. Squirrel moves in with
sma.
home in Saginaw.
his family.
Furniture
Jas. A. Brouwer, Van Ark Furniture
Company, De Vries & Lokker.
Jewelers
Geo. H. Huiaenga & Co., W. R. Steveson & Co., Wykhuizen It Karreman, C.
Pieper & Sons, W. H. Hardie.
Clothing
P. 8. Boter k Co., Lokker Rutgers
Co., Notier Van Ark k Winter, Nick

Dykema, Vander Linde k

Vissera.

—

:o:

—

Harry Doesburgplaced a box in one
James Whelan, who has been visiting
of the largo maples in front of his home nt his home In tie city left this mornon hast Ninth street, which now bouses ing for Evanston, 111., where he is atthree fat glossy squirrelsthat contin- tending the Northwestern University*
ually cavort from tree to tree and are
— :o:—
Mr. and Mra. Nicholas Hofsteen
already so tame that nuts can be fed to
them by the children in the neighbor children left this morning for Or ___
hood.
Rapids to see the “Birth of a -Nation**
at the Powers theater. **
—
^
DISAPMr. and Mrs. William Vennama duid
family returned today to their home In
Grand Rapids after visiting with A. F.,

CHOICE BOOK
PEARS FROM GRAND
HAVEN MAN’S OFFICE

:o:—

Shoe Stores
Sprietsma, Enterprise Shoo Store.
Music Houses
Kummcraad, this city.
A. H. Meyer Music House.
Grand Haven TribuneG. Van Putten k Co., has agreed to
Charles Villenger,son of Mrs. C. VU1Sheriff Dykhuis is on the hunt for the
close at 8:30 p. m. with this exception
person who entered Dr. J. N. Reynolds’ enger, West 12th street and Mias Iv%
the others will all close at six.
offeo and left with a very valuable Bell Razcy of Detroit were married last
o
medical dictionary. Thus far no trace Tuesday ia Howard City. They will
BOYS CLEAR POND ON ICE AND of the thief has been found, altho it is make their home in Detroit.
— :«:
HUNDRED ENJOY GOOD
the opinion of Sheriff Dykhuis that the
Mr. and Mrs. J. Achtarhoffof MuskoSKATING.
work was done by one of the numerous
gon and Mr. and Mrs. Tony Van Liero
hoboes.
Last year some of the aldermen of
and non of Holland have returned to
Dr.
Reynolds
has
no
Idea how the
Holland spent considerable time and
their homes after spending Christman
some money in trying to fix up a good Imok was taken from his office without with Mr. and Mrs. Owen Peterson, 218
attracting some attention. He says ho
skating pond on Black Lake. Because
De Spelder street.— O. H. Trlbone.
did not receivea call from any one who
— :o:—
the elements were against them and it
Alderman Slag has managed to keep
thawed every time the pond was flooded might be suspected and that the one
taking the book must have come during his aquarium well filled with minnow*
the venture was not wholly a success.
However there were a few good days his absence. The sheriff and deputies and he supplies many fishermen with
and hundreds of people enjoyed this made numerous inquiriesuntil late at bait each day. He now has a large
Are you a victim of a disease that has resisted all forms
night to learn whether or not the thief supply on hand for the new year’*
favorite winter sport.
19 E. 8th St. Up Stairs
rush.
This year so far nothing has been had tried to sell the book.
of treatment? Call at my office, and 1 will convince you that
— :o:—
done by the city and the young men and
the pressure on the nerves that cause the disease has never
Dr. and Mrs. A. F. Bruske returned
boys have taken it upon themselves to
last evening to the parsonageof the
beeu removed, your case may not be hopeless. The secret of
clear a skating pond on the ice. A space
WAB UPOll PAIN! .
TO
Hope Reformed church after spending
of smooth ice about 200 feet square has
Pain is a visitorto every home and usually
my success is the ability to correctly locate the cause of the
a merry Christmas with their children
it somcs quite unexpectedly.
But you are been cleared in front of the Superior Ice
and grandchildren in Detroit. This evepreparedfor every emergencyIf you keep a company and between ufty and one huntrouble and to direct proper adjustmentstowards the removal
small bottleof Sloan's Liniment handy. It is
dred
people
are
skating
there every CHIEF VAN RY AND SHERIFF H. ning Dr. Bruske will conduct the praythe greatestpain killer ever discovered. Simof the cause.
DYKHUIS ON WATCH FOB
er meeting at the church on the subject
ply laid on the skin — no rubbing required— It day. However the space is not large
“A Psalm and the Psalm of Life.”
SUSPECTS
drives the pain away. It Is really wonderful. enough for a crowd as was shown last
Mervin H. Soister, Berkeley, Cal. writes winter a pond to be kept in good con— :o:—
"Last Saturday, after tramping around the
Chief. Van Ry and Sheriff Dykhuis
The Donnelloy-Kelley Glass Co., is a
dition
requires
constant
care.
Skate
Panama F.xpositionwith wet feet. I came
have been on the lookout for men an creditor in the list of account owing by
home with my neck so stiff that I couldn't enthusiasts are in hopes the city will
turn. I applied Sloan's Linimentfreely and again tackle the job and with much swering the description of the Grand the Spencer k Barnes Co., for $1463.40.
wenf to bed. To my surprise,next morning
Rapids holdup men who struck down The firm liabilities are $50,766.41 and
the stiffnesshad almost disappeared, four better success than last year.
William F. Woolfan in his Monroe ave- have assets for $69,018.81so it is not
--------o
hours after the second application I was as
nue jewelry store Tuesday night. The likely that the local firm will lose very
good as
— No. 1
FIRE STARTS IN A CLOSET.
March,
At Druggists. 25c.
robbers got away with jewelry, watches much if any when the affairsof the
ijjVER BOSTON
Ofllct Hours: :30 to 5; 7 to 8 p,
and goods to the amounts of about $2
Benton Harbor concern is wound np.
Blaze of Unknown Origin Damages
Tuesdiy Thmsdu and SaturdayEwnligs, 7 to B
— :o:
000. The theives entered the store
Walla and Borns Clothing.
The Village Blacksmith
at about 7 o’clock and stood Woolfan
The teamsters of this city held their
While the folks -at the home of Mr. off at the muzzle of a six shooter.When monthly business meeting last evening
Under the spreading chestnut tree, the and Mrs. Charles Schretter, 263 West the safe was ransacked, the proprietor in their rooms on West 13th street. Afvillage smithy stands,
Tenth street were seated about the sup- was knocked on the head and rendered ter an hour of business a varied proBur This In Mind
The smith, a mighty man is be, with per table last evening, the smell of insensible.When he recovered in r few gram of readings and music was renderconsider Cbsmberlsin's
Couch
large and sinewy hands.
burning cloth was noticed. Investiga- minutes, he notified the police head- ed by differentmembers after which
He owns a dozen village lots and hand- tion found that a small fire had started quarters, but the two men who had Mrs. John Ver Hoef served dainty reOhio. Msnr others are of the same
some country lands.
pulled the job had made their get- freshments.
u. Obtainable everywhere— Adr.
in the clothes press of one of the down
— :o:
stairs rooms and the alarm was turner] away. Holland and Grand Haven offi0—
Large consignment just re- He owns a handsome private yacht and in. When the fire apparatus appeared cers were notified early Tuesday even- Henry Meeboer and wife and ch;ld of
'(Expires Jan. 8)
ing.
Manhattan, Mont., are visiting relaproud seaside chateau.
the scene, however,the blaze had
OTIOB Of ANMUAL MBBTKO.
ceived. Replenish your farm He travels in a private care wherever on
tives in, Holland a month. They say
o
ice is hereby given that Uie annual
been extinguished with only some burn
w of the Fanners Mutual Fire Insurthat before they go back they intend
he may go.
MarriageLicenses
ed
clothing
and
a
scorched
wail
as
a
re
’orapany, of Allegan and Ottawa Coun- stock by getting some of these
to purchasea large outfit of olothinj)
His
fortune
now
is reckoned at five salt. The origin of the fire is unknown
John
Zwiers,
25,
Holland
dravman,
rill be held at Streeters Opera House
and other merchandise in Holland
million planks or more.
City of Allegan on Thursday thf lSth excellent cattle^ at
o
and Gertrude Stegearda, 23, Holland.
stating that the prices here are fron
I January. I»l«, cwnmenelng at 10
“ Silver Threads Among the Gold”—
Peter Smith 21, Spring Lake salest in (he forenoon, for the election of
He
doesn’t shoe males any more, or at Apollo Theater, Monday, Jan. 3. Mat man and Mae Boombaard, 18, Grand 30 to 40 per cent cheaper than in th<
i and for the transaction of such other
west.
Haven.
mend the one-horse shay;
inee 5 and 10c; evening 10 and 15c.
M ae may lawfully come before the
He makes more in a second now than
o
Tony Thomas 28, Holland township
Lew Fields in “Old Dutch at t
Dated at Allegan this 27th day of Decernonce he did all day.
“Silver Threads Among the Gold”— farmer and Mrs. Ada Evans, 30, Grand
Cw. 7th & Gtitnl
Pknt 1070
(her, 1015.
Apollo. Saturday, —Five big acts. A
He merely tinkers touring cars that at Apollo Theater, Monday, Jan. 3. Mat- Rapids.
LUKE LUOER8. President.
Broadway Comedy at popular
pass along his way.
O. L. HICKS, Secretary.
inee 5 and 10c; evening 10 and 15c.
Berend Kuite, 27, Olivo farmer and
Matinee 5 and 10c. Evening
Anna Haan, 29, Holland.
Established1878

FOR

New Year
Gifts

-

-

—

REMEMBER THAT

“‘If

the Spine
the

is

right

man

is

right”

THE

LACEY

STUDIO

DYKHUIS AND VAN RY

ASKED

LOOK

FOR HOLDUP

DE JONGE

USOENSED OHIROPRAOTOR
RESTAURANT
1

MEN

-

new."
J915.

—

--

-

-

Good Milch Cows

—

- -

BOONE BROS.
An.

-

-

- -

TWO

Gut,

v-Ui|

WO BANDITS BOB WOOLFAN

0M-

ESTABLISHMENT OF 12,000 IN
CASH AND JEWELRY

MENCE YEW YL

Dr.

De

Kleiue We.;

the

1*:(

Work of Physk.ajsi

Fire.

Already covert
While William Woolfan, proprietorof
loan bank, at 411 Monroe avenue, N.
ZEELAND
With the bringing to a close of the
v’., was looking into the muzzle of a
Miss Alice Sm illegal) has returned
three weeks’ anti-tuberculosis campaign
revolverheld by a nervy bandit,another
in St. Clair county, six of the 83 counhome from M. A. C. to spend her vaca.aring robber looted his place of money
ties of the state have been covered by
tion with relativesin this vicinity.
ml jewelry to the value .of nearly
the slate health works. After a brief
C. I*. Van Ih’ke, bookkeeperat the
;2,00l) at 7 o'clock Tuesday night.
rest the corps of state workers will be
Ver Hage Milling Co., enjoyed a
Startled by a sound at the door of
gin the new year with a campaign in
few days visit in Chicago.
.ie fsiubliihinent, the robbers tied after
Calhoun county, to he followed in rapid
Gerald Ros, who is taking a course
on
by >hcr countics(„ |he
in the M. A. C. is enjoying his vacation
ea.l with a butt end of « revolver. rc,ltral MC,ion of thc 5latc. ]t
wttti relatives in Forest Grove.
b in work
Henry Van Noord, of Jamestown, Woolfan recovered In time to ieire
evo yer ami o,ieaed (Ire ou the
Iummcr.
who is attendingCalvin College, is
nl they dinappeared into the alley
lhe cl„,
it i, Mpeeted tha,
spending the holidays with his parents
,„ajori|vof t|ie rou„tie,
An entertainment was given at the neon the Ilennitiigehotel nnd
•a the opposite side of thc street.
of the state will have been visited, leavCongregational church in Hudsonville.
Wiiolfmi was alone in his place when ing a few scattered counties hero nnd
John M. 1)« Jonge is erecting a new
•ne of the men entered nnd declared he
there to be completed during the first
residence in Vrieslund.
Dick Roelfs, who is taking a course vished to purchasea suit of clothes. half of 1917.
A’oolfnn was showing him a suit when
The work done during the last -three
in the U. of M., is spending his vacation
he other man entered nnd asked to see months of 1915 has shown very gratifywith relativesin this vicinity.
The Nordeloos I’ublie.School gave n i watch. While )Yoolfnn was showing ng results in spite of the fact that the
very interestingprogram Friday even the watch, the first man steppe 1 to the campaign was largely experimental durrear of the store ostensibly ti> try on ing that time. It is felt ‘how, however,

the

'»I'H

v

HOSPITAL CAE TO

STORES WILL CLOSE SATURDAY.

a
men,

he
„f
annex', p,
1

while serving
lance corps.-;.

BE DEDICATED TO

Merchants Take Day Ofl First of the
New Years; Factories Close

KOUN

arlng Robbers Flee Into Alley
Holdup Victim Opens Up

v

RICHARD

this

Ameercaa awibu-

This* c*r> will. b)tar this, inscription:

HALL

N.

imi

Battsrdar,the first day in the year
lit NOW BEING EQUIPPED jBY/
1016 will be celebrated by all the merABBOB WOMEN FOK Ua* IN
chants of Holland and many of the
FRANCE. '
factories.Practicallyall store* will be
closed. The grocery stores and meat
Ann AYbor, Dec. 30— The hospital car
markets will be open a short time in
the forenoon hut hardware, furniture, which is being equippedfor use in
mid clothing stores will be closed all France with money raised by thb women
day. Some of the factorieswill also of Ann Arbor, will lie dedicated to Rich
close Saturday. Some others will just ard N. Hall, son of . Dr. and Mrs. Louis
P. Hall, of thie University- of Michigan,
lay off in the afternoon.
The Holland Daily Sentinel will not who met death da .France- Christmas eve,
he issued Saturday.

ANN

by- thb women of Abn Arbor,
Michlv U.' 8.'.AV in memory oft Rickard
MehtHld Hill, aged '21; JrillM ihi Albace,
Decv 24^.1915. “
The car wiU'bb pot'ia sefvieeae^y
iBitherneW'yeari.

“Given

.

KELF. YOVX UVEK^-IT: PATE
WhSn your liver >et« torpid ud your otoiuMh sots queer,
. taka l»r. KtnfH'
mr*' rNew Life
i

-

.

Pills and ypu will And youraalf ifeeiing better.
They purify the blood, (tvo you freedom- from
ronvtipetkon.billouiueaa,diuiineaa- aed indiItetkoD.. You feel flue— |oat. like, you went
to feel. Giber the compleiion..tee. 25c et
— No. 1

drifghta..

NEW LUNGMOTOR RECEIVED
Equipped With All Latest Devices;

la

Superior to Old Machine.
ririef Van By has received the new
lung motor with all new equipment.
The council voted to get the machine
•it a recent meeting when they were informed by the company thnt the old
machine could be exchangedfor a new

one equipped with the latest devices for
Thc lungmotor will be kept
af Jhe police headquarters ready for in•;
stant use and all of the patrolmen have
that the work has become standardized
The infant child of Mr. and Mrs. B tjie Buif.
He called Woolfan to the rear of the to a Inrge extent and has passed out of become proficient in the use of it.
Grinwis is improving.
Mrs. Henry Hrummel visited Mrs. P. •tore nnd ns Woolfan approached he the zone of experiment. For that reason
OF AN IMEknbaas, who is in a critical condition liovct: the muzzle of a gun into the and heenuse of the fact that ,thc opening IS
•roprietor’s face. He then took Wool- of the new year the force will be inat her home on Hast Main street.
au 's diamond stud .from his tie nnd n creased by the attion of several new
Mrs. Henry Holstege, who was eon
ium of money from Woolfan ’s pocket, members, the work can be carried on
fined to her home with the grip, is im
DR. VENNEMA ONE OF BODY TO
fit thc meantime the other thief went
more rapidly. Soon after the opening of
proving.
CHOOSE STUDENT FOR
through
the
stock
and
the
safe
which
the year a campaign will he started at
Mr. and Mrs. John Bouwens and
was open.
OXFORD UNIVERSITY
the beginning of .each new week, the
daughtersspent a few days visit
Hearing n noise at the front door the closing weeks of one campaign thus ovGrand Rapids.
Dr. A. Vennema, president of Hope
Mr. and Mrs. C. Van Dyke and dough man who was holding up Woolfan hit erlapping with the opening week of
College, went to Ann Arbor yesterday
ter Helen spent a week’s visit in Bor- the pawnbrokerupon the head with the others.
Imtt of the gun, and he nnd his partner
'To me personally,” said Dr. De to meet with a Rhodes Scholarship comeulo.
mittee to select from s^x young men,
lied.
Woolfan
grabbed
a
revolver
nnd
Kleine, reviewing what has been done
AngclineAmsink, 'the three-yearold
who are now entitledto appear before
daughter of Mr. mid Mrs. Albert Am- fired two shots at the same time calling so far, “the most gratifying feature of
the committee, one to receive the apsink has recovered from a severe at- foi help. But the fugitivesdisappeared the whole things is the way the local
into the darknessof the alley across physicians in the various counties are pointment to attend Oxford University
tack of pneumonia.
for three years.
Henrietta Nykamp taught school in the street. Woolfan then notifiedthe responding.Their interest nnd co-opThe committee,ns now constituted,
police.
eration,
is
of
course,
vital,
nnd
I
am
Rorculo, as Elizabeth Nykamp the regconsists of the Chief Justice of the SuIncluded
in
the
robbers’
loot
was
the
particularlyglad that they are taking
ular teacher, was taken suddenly ill.
preme Court of the State, the President
Mr. and Mrs. Madderson will soon diamond from Woolfan ’s tie, valued at hold of the work of ridding the state of
$3.10 : money amounting to $.100, thirty tuberculosisin dead earnest. The atti- of the \’ni versifyof Michigan, the Dean
leave for Chicago where they will spend
watches, and a number of diamonds tude of the physicians is a high compli- of the College of Literature,Science and
a ten days’ visit with relatives.
the Arts, of thc University, nnd the
ment to the medical profession.
Miss Margaret De Vries of Drcnthe from the stock.
Woolfan
describes
the
robber
who
“I believe that many an indirect Presidents of Hope ami Alma collegei
who is taking a course in shorthand
and typewriting in the Churchill Busi- held him up ns being about five feet benefit will flow from this two years’
ness College is spending her Christmas eleven inches in height, weighing about campaign that was not dreamed of by
180 pounds, aged yhout 30, smooth fac- the state hoard of health or any of
vacation at the home of her parents in
ed, square jawed and talked brokenly. those who were in charge of the work.
IN
*
The Nordeloos school is planning an He wore a black overcoat and a soft And one of these is the creation of a
ROYAL ENTERTAINMENT INCLUDblack hat.
kind of permanenthealth array, composelaborate program, which will he given
ES RECEPTION AT CLUB AND
Woolfan
was
not seriouslyinjured by ed of the state’s medical fraternity. It
this evening in the school house.
BANQUET AT HOTEL.
the blow u|n)ii the hebo.
is true, every conscientiousdoctor was
Mr. and Mrs. Arie Hoogendorp com
a worker for public health before this
memorated the 25th anniversary of
The local Elks’ will have a banquet of
At the Apollo Monday, Jan. 3, 1916
campaign began, but if the experience their own this new year’s eve instead of
their marriage at their home on Lincoln
.
in the counties so far visited is worth joining with the Grand Rapids’ Elks ns
Street, Thursday.
anything, then it is clear that instead has been the custom for the past couMarried at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
the of having thousands of units in a genJohn Faber in Vriesland, Mr. John “Silver Threads
ple of years. Each one of the local Elks
eral movement for preventive medicine,
Korstange and Magaline Faber. The
Gold.”
have invited a guest for the new year’s
Michigan ht the close of the campaign celebrationnnd a genuine royal, snappy
married couple will make their home
The new nnd novel feature photoplay
Cite. Tel. 100?
will have at least the beginning of a —real Elks’ entertainment is assured.
in the residence formerly occupied by
“Silver Threads Among the Gold’’ will
compact army. And t,iis more or less inEdward Workman, on East Main 8t.
Reception will he held at the lodge
he seen for the first time here. K
The Freshmen and Sophomore class J. Jose, the sweet singer and sterling formal organization will be of value rooms from eight until 10:30 o’clock
gave a joint Christmas program in actor will he seen in the leading role in fighting tuberculosismu only, but Several interestingstunts have been arevery other disease.”
the assemblyroom Thursday morning.
ranged for the amusement of the guests.
of this photoplay whieh is in six acts.
Mr Washburn, superintendentalso A story of heart nnd home. The most
Mr. Burch, exalted ruler of the Grand
made a few remarks and then called on startlingphotographyever seen in pic
Rapids lodge has been engaged as the
several of the alumni who were presLew Field ’s greateststage success in principalspeaker. At 10:30 the assemtures, including scenese taken at night
ent.
five acts at the Apollo Saturday, Jan. bly will adjourn to Hotel Holland where
a grand spread will be served. Com1, 1916, matinee and evening.
For interesting and delightful comedy plete arrangementsfor sjieakers have
duction.
Ralph Lamar, on
on North 8tate street,
No song of modern tunes ever swayed no name is better known than Lew not yet been made hut a joyous time
Wednesday.
an audience ns Mr. Jose’s singing of Fields, of the famous team of Weber & will be passed until the new year
John Jekel and M. Van Zoeren of “Silver Threads Among the Gold” and Fields. In this rollicking comedy Lew is ushered in.
Zeeland are on the jury for the next
what more fitting tribute to this popular Fields will give you all the pleasureyou
term of circuit court.
would get from a $2.0(1 ticket to n
actor and sweet singer could the K.
Dr. and Mrs. E. J. 8truik are about to
R. Film Co., offer to this great artist Broadway comedy success.
leave for Chicago, where Dr. Btruik will
Mr. Fields is supported by#nie of the
BE
than to embody the song into Photoplay
of
study medicine.
form with Dick Jose as the central fig- finest casts ever picked for a feature
Mrs. C. Languis and children are
GOVERNMENT
TO
CONDUCT
INfilm.
ure. Those who have seen the big six
spending a few days visiting in Borculo.
Vivian Martin and George Hassell
VESTIGATIONSINTO THE INpart production assert that it will sweep
Mrs. T. Curry left for Chicago where
the country as the song has done nnd who play with him in the “High Cost
CREASING COST.
she will spend the winter,visiting with
will live forever. The K. & R. Co., have of Living ' on the stage, support Mr.
relatives.
surroundedMr. Jose with a star cast Fields in this play.
Washington,Dec. 30— Investigations
The Pioneer Savings Club oj Holland.
Due to lack of material,the 0. A. C.
Marie Empress, a famous English mu- to determine the cause of soaring gasoof principalsand severalhundred others
girls will not put a basket ball team in
making in all the most originaloffering sic hall star and a noted beauty plays line price* probably will be conducted
the field this year.
ever seen in motiofipictures;n play of the part of the adventuress.
simultaneouslyby two governmentagenRev. and Mrs. N. Boer announce the
Charles Judels,who made a great suc- cies. Federal trade commissioninvesheart and home with
blending of
marriage of their daughter, Frances to
On Dscembsr 20 our fourth Christmas Savings Club all! open for enrollquaint humor thnt drives a tear away cess in his interpretationof the Italian tigators, it was learned today, already
<1. J. Meengs, which event took
ment.
On this day you may secure your cards and pay your first week’i
Opera
Singer
in
“Twin
Beds’’
will
play
with a laugh, and with a moral that
are at work, and departmentof justiceplace at the homo of the bride’s parmakes one feel better after viewing it. his original part in “Old Dutch.”
officialsare considering undertaking an dues.
ents yesterdayafternoon.
The neat Club will run for fifty weeks. You will get your money the
Every inch of the film means something . Charles Prince was the principal com- inquiry.
Miss Esther Pellegrom, who is teach15th
of neit December.
edian
with
Jeff
de
Angelis,
May
Irwin,
worth while — there are no wronged woThe investigatorsare awaiting publiing in Lansing, is at home during her
How would you like to get a check just before Christmas, when you
men or villianous crimes depicted— it is James Powers and most of the lug mus cation within a few days of the geologivacation
so differentfrom all ether photo plays ical comedy stars. The cast also con- cal survey’s estimate of the 1915 pro- need money most?
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Hoekje of Grand
that “Silver Threads Among the Gold” tains Otto F. Hoffman, Chester Barnett duction of crude petroleum which they
Haven arrived here Monday night for comes as a blessing to the millionsof and extremely fine company.
expect to show an increasedoutput. ProIt is Easy
All you have to do is to become a
a few days visit with Mr. and Mrs. A.
Don’t forget the date, Saturday, New duction in 1914 exceeded that in 1913
picture fans and the Apollo is to he
La Huis.
Years,
at
the
Apollo,
Matinee
and
Even
ber of the
congratulated upon being able to bring
and the last bulletinissued by the surIt was first known Tuesday that Miss
11 was
||0i|au,i the first production of this ing.
vey showed production for the first half
Mmme Tymes was married to Mr Fa r- 1 ol(1.tilm.favorite.
of 1915 to be not leas than 145,00,000
banks of Fillmore, Dec. 8. The couple
M.|t
Kv„llillK> Moll(lnV|Jnn.
barrels, compared with a total of about
are at present residingin Fillmore.
3, 1916.
299,000,000 barrels for the entire previous year. *

ing.

_

just $2.50.

MEMBER
PORTANT COMMITTEE

ELKS WILL FEAST AS

Drenthe.

NEW YEAR COMES

fhe

Beer

for

Home

Dave Blom
Holland,

Among

Distributor

Brewing Co.

“OLD DUTCH”

The First State Bank

X-mas Savings Club

GASOLINE PRICE
WILL
PROBED The Opening

the Fourth Christmas Sav'
mgs Club.

a

nrsi

^

TATHER SAVES
HIS SON

PAGEANT AGAIN
DRAWS LARGE CROWD

NEW FLORAL SHOP

FROM

Bibles Will Be Presented to

OPENED HERE

IS

frank vander til rushes
through flame-swept
hall in home.

Members of

The Third Reformed church was
again crowded when the Christ inns

A new floral shop has been opened to
Frank Van Til, a contractor,living
at 624 Michigan street, N. E., Grand the public patronage in this city, called
Rttpidssaved the life of his 6 year-old the Twelfth Street Floral shop. The
son. Albert, shortly bcGm* midnight proprietors of this enterprise,Peter
Pluim and Henry Huizenga, have built
Tuesdav, when he fought his way thru
a flame swept hall on the second floor a greenhouseat 18 ^J'est 12th street, hove not been absent from a single
and seized the boy from his bed, where where they raise their own plants and meeting during the year 1915. The
„

Mr. Vander Til had left an oil stove
burning on the second floor, and it is
aupiKised that the stove become overheated. Smelling smoke, the contractor
rushed upatain to find the hall swept
by flames. In rescuing his sou he sustained slight burns about the hands,
while hi* hair was singed. He was
nearly overcome by smoke, but managed
to carry the lad to the home of a neighbor. Mrs. Vander Til, who had not re
tired, escaped without injury.
The tire caused a loss of $500 before
it

was extinguished by the department.

FOR SPEEDY LETTERS, LISTEN!
Bc« Near Postofflce Just As Good As Ip
The Office— at Night
Manv people have

Pc

visited the postof
aV nights after the lobby is closed

and discovered that there is no slot for
Betters on the outside of the office. However the mail box on the corner near
the postofflceis opened early in the
morning for the first mail from the city
.and letters deposited there reach their
destinationas soon as if the letter were
placed in the postoffice.This does not
hold true during the day so while the
postofiice is open letters should be mailed t here.

(Or. Bell’s

Good

AntisepticSalve

for tH Skin

ferns for sale. This little greenhouse is Bihles will be given to sixty-two mem
fully equipped for its needs, the heat- bers who can boast of this record.
ing plant having been installed by Damstra Brothers of this city who have had
experience in greenhouseplants.
The Twelfth Street Floral Shop is
TO
now open for public inspectionand patronage, many choice potted plants and PROMINENT MEMBER OF GRAND
HAVEN CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
ferns being on hand. The plans of this
SUGGESTS CHANGE.
new shop includeflorists’suppliesin the

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

PREFERRED

____

__

HOLLAND

future.

Harry J. Doriihoa, prominentmember
of the Grand Haven ChristinaKchool, an
institution maintained by the Christian

MAULLIE WILL NOT
BE IN THE KNICK-

reformed churches of that city, has expressed himself in favor of a change in
the methods of teaching in the school.
Mr. Dornhos suggests that hereafter
several former local stars no Holland be taught until pupils reach
AGAINST HIGH
the sixth grade, when a specialteacher
SCHOOL TOMORROW
should be engaged to teach both German
NIGHT.
nnd Holland.
“We must build the foundation of
The F. of M. Knickerbockerbasket our children 's education in English, 1 * lie
ball team will play the Holland High | gaR). “Things have changed since 25
school team tomorrow evening in the 'years ago. The Holland language is no
High school Gym.. It is doubtful longer spoken in many Holland homes,
whether Mnulbetsch, the fnmous Miehi- 1 gnd the Holland churches hold all-Enggan halfback will be in the game as ]i8ij services. I woult* not abandon the
scheduled. It is feared that other niother tongue, hut the children should
schools . might usfl a little game like be thoroughly trained in English first,
this to make Maullie ineligible for anj then add the other languages.”
football.However Maullie will very
c
likley referee the game. Home former
Bear This in Mind
local stars will be scmi In the Knicker••I consider Chamberlain ’» Cough Remedy
bocker lineup and the High school boys by far the best medicine in the market for
• olds and croup.” says Mrs. Albert Itlosser,
will be kept busy all the time if they
Lima. Ohio. Many others are of the same
want to win.
opinion.Obtainable everywhere.— Adv.

ERBOCKER LINEUP

TO PLAY

j

Dlsmtfc

____

____

-

-

o

-

Landis Christmas Savings Club

“The Magic Toy Maker”
AT THE APOLLO THURSDAY, DEO.
Matinee and Evening

Records.

SHOP
NAME OF NEW ENTERPRISE
OF THE TWO PROMOTERS

Pageant and childrenexerciseswere re
peuted Tuesday evening.
The silver collection taken up Tuesday night will he used to purchase bi
bles which will ho presented next Sunday to members of the school who

he was sleeping, nnd carriedhim out of

—

FIRST STATE BANK’S

School With Attendance

DEATH BY FIRE TWELFTH STREET FLORAL

doors. -

Mem-

Money!

__

_

_

SO

Starts Monday, December 20th 1916.

The story of “Thc Magic Toy Maker” at the Apollo Thursday Is a very

a psychological
theme whereby a wayward son is re
novel one, embodying

formed through superstitious fear. This
is where Mr. Aldrich as the Old Toy
Maker excels himself in the most mysti
fying manner. There is no camera stop
work, or camera trick stuff in the entire production. All devices are the invention of Mr. Aldrich.
They are over 5ft children in the enst
headed by Jane and Katherine Lee, who
do their best work of their juvenile careers. There is also n live bear and
monkey which create no end of fun with
the mechanical toys.
A cabaret scene is also introduced In
which three premier dancers appear. In
fact, it runs the gamut of every emotion
— comedy— pathos— a blending of love
interest—mother love— startling climaxes that are both tragic and humorous.
Nothing like it has ever been seen on
a screen, whieh demonstrates thnt the
K. & K. Film Company are producers of
unusual features.
Matinee 5c nnd 10c. Evening 10c nnd

The Dimes, Nickel* and Pennies you allow

to

slip

through your fingers for things of little use
to you will keep up your payments.
.

The

Payment Makes You a Member
Here Is The Plan

First

Membors aurtlng with Scents and increasingfive cent* each
for fifty weeks, get .......................................
. .......

Members starting wlth*Z50 and decreasing live cent* each week for
fifty weeks, get...7S ...................................
. ......... •63’16

Members sUrtlng with

2 cent*

and Increasing two cent* each week for

fifty weeks, get ........................................
- ........... •25 50

Members sUrtlng with 11.00 and decreasing two cent* each week for
fifty weeks, get ....................................................
•a>>60

Members suiting with

cent

1

and

Increasing one cent

each week

for

fifty weeks, get ......................................................
....

Members sUrtlng with

50

cenU and decreasingone cent each week for

fifty weeks, get ...........

Members paying

50

.

cenU a week

.......................................
112 76
fixed, for fifty weeks, get ...........125.00

15c.

The above amount* will be increased by four per cent, interest per
annum if the payments are made refnlarly.

AGED MOTHER DIES
Mrs. Gertrude GerrltsonPasses

Away

at

Yesterday a. m. occurred the death of
No
No
No Red
No Trouble.
This morning occurred the death of
Mrs. Gertrude Gerritson,aged 62 years,
.at her home, 55 West 18th street. She
You will wish to share in the next distribution, So lemember the dat*
is survived by six children,Mrs. Henry and Join.
Dorr, Alice, Benjamin, John, Cornelius,

Fines.

and Herman.
The funeral will he held on Satunlay
at 2 o’clock at the home Rev. Tuuk of-

The

__

Fees.

Tape.

First State

ficiating.Interment will take place in
the Pilgrim Home cemetery. It is re- The Oldest and Largest Sute
quested that flowers be omitted.
Bank In OtUwa County

_

Bank.

Holland, Michigan

A

HoUard

City

News

CHRISTMAS BALL A
WM. 0. VAN EYCK GIVES
SPEAKS OF CASE
BOOIAL EVENT
COMPILATION OF
DEFENDED BY
POOR
REPORT
JUSTICE MILES
A HmndnUlimy-Miken AMOkWed at
The

Clttb '^ooms 'Last Wodnesday

Bvnilag

;

Tta^M^cOrthattn
iPtaylag.

A social «r«iit of tbe season was enjoyed by dimoit 100 young folks and
married cooples of this city last Wednesday evening when a1 Christmas ball
was given in the Woman’s Literary club
room* by Hr. and Mrs. Con De Pree,
Mr. and Mrs. A. Cappon, Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Tilt, Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Me
Bride and Mr. oa’d Mrs. John Beaman.
The guests on entering the scene of
the ball, were surrounded by Yuletide

A Jors Furniture Deal.

,

Pro

ENJOY CHRISTMAS PRO
GRAM TONIGHT

cm

—

are

uui
led to its utmost
ay of the audience standing
Th'p (Thursday) evening the Royal
fill
atire evening, greeted the Neighbor's of. this city expect to have
view .f h
taking part iu the program one of the most enjoyable time* in that
ami l-b
t at me Third Reform'd lodge's history, when they will give
church Monday night. At 6:30 the pu their- annual Christmas party to the
pils of the Sunday school and members members and families of that order.
of the church began to pour in through
They will have a short business ses
the side door and at 7 o'clock the front sion early in the evening after which a
doors were opened to the public, and program consisting of speaking, mush
the already crowded building was pack- and recitationswill be carried out. A

1

ed.

’30 the superintendent of the
Sunday school, Henry Pelgrim, Jr, wel
coined the people and expressed regret
that the capacity of the auditorium was
limited, as a consequence of which more
than a hundred people were turned
away from its doors. He then cnlh'd on
the pastor, Rev. M. Flipse, who pronounced the invocation,after which the
Sunday school, led by the church orchestra, sang “The Christmas Hidls
Are Kinging " Master Clyde Geerlings
then took the floor and In a short recitation gave the official welcome of the
Sunday school. “The Three Wist men’’
a recitationbrtyo little children from
the Primary Class, was followed by a
song by that class. Miss Evelyn Dck
ker then bravely mounted the platform
and in a sweet little voice sung a solo
without any accompaniment,and when
forced by a refractory memory to stop
in the middle of a line, she eooly unfolded a paper she was holding and hunted
up the forgotten line amidst a ripple of
laughter and finished her song, descending to her seat in a storm of applause.
Three members of the Primary Class
recited "Our Mothers," followed by
an exercise by thirteen children entit-

At

led

7

"Christmas Choices." A

recitation

CENTRAL AVENUE

MEMBERS AND FAMILIES WILL

M|

Allegan Gazette
It took just a day to try the ense of
well taken care of and that the admin- Lester D. Miles of Way land va. the
istration of the county poo.1 farm are in MichiganRailway company. Early last
good hands is shown "by a report given spring a boy was leading one of Miles’
to this paper by county superintendent cows near the Wayland depot and ahe
got away from him. She wandered up
of the po-'r Wm. 0. Van Eyck.
Mr. Van Kyck has been a commission- on the interurban track and stood there
er for severalyears and it in significant until a fast car came along and knockthat his duties are well performed, ed- her off, and killed her. The owner
when the 1'oard of Qunervisari re said she was worth $75 and sued to iodecorations,' Christmas bells,holly .evercover that amount. He claimed thru
elected him without n dissentingvote.
green ropes and even the ever-present A few figureson the :>o»r situation hie attorneys, Fred T. Miles of Holmistletoe hung over an arch. On the are given below by Mr. Van Kyck:—
land and C. E. Hoffman of Allegan, that
platform a large Christmas tree, brillTotal expenditures by people of Otta- the motorman on the car was guilty of
iantly decked with small lights and wa county for those dependent u|*on the grossly impioper handlingof the car
trimming,with two smaller trees on public for nssisanceeither as imiignents and thereforeresponsiblefor the loss of
either side .held the gare of the com- or f.c maintain. ’d nt hm pi In Is and othe the cow. People who saw the accident
pany. From the lights arouud (he room state institutiona, during the year Sept. were among the witnesses ns was the
and on the ceiling were hung tinsel 30, 1914-15.
iiiotormnn who was running the cowstreamers ending in a star. Holly At Co. Home and Farm ...... $7403.09 killing car. C. R. Wilkes was attorney
wreaths adorned the windows and door- Tern. Aid by Co. Bupts, of 1’oor.1S5L\H4 for the defendants, and the company’s
ways, and large pennant-shaped green Sanitarium at Howell ......... 71H.00 claims agent, Mr. Klcinstiver of Jackbanks graced the walls.
School for Blind, Lansing...,23.50 son assistedhim. Miles admitted that
At 9:15 the hierry-makersformed for School for deaf, Flint. w ..... 15.81 his cow had no right on the interurban
the Grand Manih, Fischer’s Orchestra Home and Training S^hoid
track, and after hearing all the testiof Kalamazoo, the orchestra popular
at Lapeer
150.50' mony the jury were convinced that the
throughout the state, playing the strains Kalamazoo Btate’Hospital and
motorman was not guilty of bad hand,of "The Victors." The dancing con
ling of the car As be approached the
Psychopatie'Ward at
tinued until Tl o'clock when the entire
Ann Arbor ................ 3840.91 Wayland crossing where Hie cow stood
company repaired to the dining room
he slackened the speed of the car but
where a dainty luncheon was enjoyed.
Total County Expenditures $14082.05 he did not come to a full stop because
La'er the dancing was continued, a Cities anil townships, temporarhe supposed the cow would move off
very pretty moonlight effect being used,
the track. When he got close to her
ily “‘‘M ........ $4076.21
the large orange moon high in one cor- Cities and" townships, perman-'
mid saw that Molly was not going to
ner sheddinga mellow glow over the
budge an inch he threw on the power
ent aid .......... 5320.89
swaying ddneers. Two favor dances
so as to knock her off and keep the
were used, one ’with the gentlemmi car9397.10 car on the track. He had a lot of peorying short candy-colored caaes, and
ple on the car to protect. The jury
another with the ladles using gold cardTotal .....................
$23479.75 brought in a verdict of no cause for
cases.
action. It was a little unexpected be
Compensationof Bupts., SuperNear the close of the evening the
cause juries— most of them are compos
visors and directorsof poor,
company, while dancing, were pelted
partly
952.55 ed of farmers— are expected to give
with light paper snowballsfrom the
their brother farmers the advantage.
balcony, filled with white snow -flakes,
$24,432.30 This jury evidently put aside any such
scattering as ihe missilesbrdke and By whom expendedbv 'Bupts.
inclination if they had it and considered
making a pretty scene. At one o’clock
poor ...................$10241.74 only the evidence, a commendable acthe ball was brought to a close and the
complishment.Mr. Miles’ lawyer was
By Probate Court, Insane
tired but happy guests left for their
dept ...................... 3840.91 his brother, Justice Fred T. Miles, of
homes.
By Townships and cities.... 9397.10 Holland.

To show that the county poor

eaut ruis Part of
..xcr. Tuesday

Not Have to Pay for It— The Morse

COMMISSIONEREECENTLY
WITHOUT OPPOSITION

MRS. JACOB HEERINOA, AGED 73,
7^1 NEIGHBORS
SUCCUMBS TO A COMPLICATION
PLAN FOR BIG PARTY OF DISEASE AT HER HOME ON

EuH

Interurban Eoad Killed a Cow But Will

ME. VAN EYCK WAS ELECTED AS

PAGK TIUUir

m.

At 9 a.
Wednesday occurred
the death of Mrs. Jacob Hccringa, aged
73 years, at her home, 359 Central Ave.r
after a short 10 day illness of complicated diteases. Hho is survived by her
husband and a brother,E. Allen, living
011 Houth College avenue, a sister, Mrs.
K. Takken, living on Central avenue
and Ninth street, and seven children,

largo Christmas tree has been provided
which will be loaded down with gifts
for the large, the fat, the lean and the

small. Everybody is going to get a
present and If you don’t get yours it
will be .ben use your are not p member
or belong to a family that are members.
Anyway, the Royal Neighborspromise
that all who attend will not be sorry
that they were present.
. The Royal Neighbors have not forgot
ten the “Kiddies"either,and thoVe
will l»e "something doin’ ’’ all the time
for them— so bring ’em along and let
them ’enjoy the Neighborly spirit that
will be manifest on that night.
Tonight
the night— don’t
forget, 7:30 the time. Knuffsedt Come.

in

OTTAWA COUNTY
PERT

IS

EX-

APPOINTED

HAOERMAN, OF ST. JOHNS.
Mrs. Jacob Hnrlngfc
MICHIGAN, WILL TAKE UP
Edwin, Ida and Mrs. F. Brouwer of thi»
city and Mrs J. Hichelinkof East BaugPOSITION EARLY IN 1916
atuck, Jacob Heeringa, Jr., of Grand

B. J.

B. J. Hngermait, of 8t. Johns, Mich., Kamils, Mrs. W. 1*. Van Wyk of O. R:
has been appointed as Ottawa County and Mrs. W. Bode of Grundy Center,
farm expert by the committeeappoint- la.
ed by the county board of supervisors The deceased was a member of the
at the the October session. He will as old Van Hanlte colony in this vicinity
•ume his position early next year.
coming over from the Netherlands when
This committee met the successful •till a little child, tho family settling:
candidate and Dr. Eben Mumford of M. oh a farm just over tho Ottawa county
A. C. in Grand Rapids the first of this line south of 32nd street. They wwomonth and were favorablyimpressed fortunate at that time in getting oat
with his ability, expecting to have an of tho few cleared farms.. After beingexpert for Ottawa County by New married the couple live at Saugatuck
Years if the requested references were and East Saugatuckuntil twtlvfl year*
satisfactory.They have proved to lie so ago when they came to this city. They
and B. J. Hagerman of 8t. Johns is Ot- have been married for 52 years.
tawa county's agent.
In her home life she was a religious
Hagerman, a young man, has been mother, being also active in church
successfulin managing his father's big matters. Her religous teachings and1
stock farm of 400 acres in Hillsdale example were impressed upon the minds
county. He has taught high school at of tho children every day with telling
8t. Johns and has a fine record at M. A
effect.
C.. One of the boys of his Corn club
The funeral was held at the home*
took sweepstakeprize* in a state con Monday afternoon at It 15 and at B'
test. Judging from hll p$lt record, Ot- o'clock in the Ninth Street Christian<
tawa has a man of proven ability.
Reformed church,the Rev. Tuuk officiat-

by John Zeerip was followed by nnoth
er by Miss Evelyn Weirda, "My
Piece” after the stating of which she
remained on the platform and delightedly led in the hnndclapping that followed. Thirteen girls then took part in
a drill, "Star of Gold,” followed by a
recitationby Gordon Van Ark. Two exercises were then given, "Glad Tidings,” by n score of young girls and
Salaries ..................952.55
"Doers of Work,” by nine children.A
song by the Sunday school, "The AnTotal ..................$24,4.32.30
BY
gel's Welcome," completed the first
SUBhalf of the program.
NEGATIVE
The superintendent announced that
DEPUTY
COMMISSIONERS AFFIEMATIVE
SIDES APPOINTED TO MEET
the better part of the evening’s enterWILL HAVE CHAEGE OP
AT HILLSDALE AND
STUDENTS
COLLEGE tainment was to follow, and called on
7LAN.
William Vender Hart who gave the inKALAMAZOO.
SHOW APPRECIATIONOF SERtroduction and a brief resume x»f -the
VICES OF BERNARD BLOEMLansing, Dec. 30 — The state of Michipageant to be given. The lights were
As a Members of two DebatingTrtingan has gone into the bird-feedingbusiDAHL, JANITOR FOR 28
then extinguished and almost immedgules,
One
of
the
Teams
Is Now Ap0
ed.
ness, as part of the plan on game coniately concealedcolored lights along
YEARS.
pointed; Others to Follow In
servationwhidh has been taken up lateLAST WIN
the top of the large picture of BethleBIO ADDITION TO THE PXO SKIN
ly by the public domain commission,
Mirth.
hem that occupied the entire backTER’S TRAGEDY SHOULD BE
Chapel period last Wednesday mornand orders have gone out to the deputy
ground of the stage were lit up and n
TANNERY.
WARNING
TO
FISHERMEN
ing at Hope College was an interesting
game commissionersthroughoutthe
spot light from the gallerywas thrown
Hope College debating activities are scene. The faculty marched ii ns us- down on the stage, effectinga great
state to see to it that the quail are
Fish Holes Not Marked Are DangSrous; THIS SPRING CAPACITY OF PLANT
.....fed Uhls winter.
getting into full swing for the ci'iiin«» ual, but 1’rof. John A. Tillema was
properly
change in the appearance of the picture
ON NORTH SIDE WILL BE
Already Several Men Have Had
walking arm-in-arm with the former jan
David R.' Jones, special assistantto >’ear- .The Abaters who win
and stage. Voices in the distance are
itor and the old friend of the sons of
DOUBLED.
Hope
in
the
Hope-Kalamazoo-Hillodale,
Narrow
Escaped.
Game CommissionerW. R. Oates, sent
heard singing after which a prophet
out the following letter yesterday to league have been choHen and divided Hope, Bernard Bloemeudalil. After the reclined before the gates of the city,
With thj’ deatli of one small boy and New Building To Be Erected Will B«
usual exercises, President Venticma inthe deputies throughout the state, urg- into affirmative Sind negative teams.
arises and extending his arms toward
Duplicate of Present One; Fifty
The affirmativeteam is composed of troduced Prof. Kleinheksel,who ad- the city predictsthat the great Saviour narrow esca|»e» of many men as reineining their co-operationand the co-operbranees the fishermen of Holland shniilil
Will Be Given Work.
Theodore Zwemer, Holland, captain, dressed the student body briefly con- will be born within its walls.
ation of farmers: *
be
more
careful this year in leaving
cerning
the
work
and
faithful perform
When
the city of Holland invested!
Fred
De
Jonge,
la.,
and
Herman
Maas“The campaigntq save quail and the
After he is gone, a group of girls in
open holes in the Ice. Last year the en- $5000 to have the Armour company pigi
ance of duty of the former janitor.
*
prairie chicken should be activelytaken sen,
the completecostumes of those times tire city mourned the tragic death of
skin tannery built on the north side’
The negative team is composed of President Vennema then read in Dutch stroll before the city and listen to a
up at once, and you are requested to
little Ario Doctor, who fell through 11 It was a general prophecythat there *
message from the College Council of
Theodore
Elferdink, Holland,captain,
interview as many farmers as possible
story incident to Christ 's birth, told by hole in the ice while crossing Dine
appreciationof his services, and at the
was more in store for the city than the*
in their homes and towns and villages, Eugene Flipse, Holland, and George
one of their number. The group is on
with a view to enlistingtheir co-opera- Steininger, New Yofk. These teams close presented the astonished old gen larged by a coterie of youths from the Creek Bay to meet his father. Several one three story brick building which*
narrow escapes were also re|iorteilhist was erected last spring. The Capponwere chosen *.y the debating committee tlemnn with a check of a substantial
tion in this work.
city of Bethlehem,with whom, after year.
Bcrtscli Leather company officials as
“We believe that the average farmer of Hope, the two best debaters from amount as a Christmas gift.
Already this year although the fish much as promised that there would be •
The bewildered recipient of this greetings are exchanged, other stories
will 'gladly give so much of his time each society being taken The commitare told. Men are heard approaching,
and sufficient suitable grain food as is tee’s choice was submitted to each so- check mounted the platform and thank singing ns they march, and four shep ing has just commenced eoniplaiiit* more buildings in ihe future and- that
have come. Monday Dave Bloin had the $5000 was merely to show thysgeodl
ed
the
student
body
and
the
faculty
necessary to save each coveys of quail ciety and ratified.
herds slowly enter. The spokesman of
The aTrmatives will debate with for their demonstration of appreciation, the four tells of the wonderful experi- narrow escape when he fell thrnugl. will of the people of Holland this*
and prairie chicken ns are found about
<
his farm buildings,or on his premises Hillsdal.’ here and the negatives with and then descended to be congratulated ence they have had, hearing the angels an open fish hole iu the ice. There have
These predictionsand promisee haveduring the winter. If, in carrying out Kalamazoo there The question to be by the faculty and to be cheered by the and following the star. The keeper of also been several similar accidents this
year.
already come true. Next spring wllf
this work, you find conditions that in decided upon is, "Resolved, that all im- students,wildly.
the Inn at Bethlehemcomes forth, and
A state law mnkes it a crime punish- sec another large pig skin tannery
Bernard Rloemendahl is the second
your judgment warrant the purchase of migrantsshould be compelled to pass
is sternly questioned ns to his lack of
wheat acheenings, rape, cetch seed, or the literacytest before being admitted janitor of the institution, having served room for the Virgin Mary on that won able by a heavy penally to cut large building on the north side.
Tho new building,for which plans
other suitablefood, auch claims will be to this country” These debates are for 28 vears. Before him served Louie derful night. He In turn shows signs holes iu the ice mid then leave them ex
posed Most people seem to think that have already been completed will be a
scheduled for the last Friday iu March. De Witt.
allowed and paid by this department.
of great grief because he was ignorant,
this applies only to companiescutting duplicate of the present one. It will be
Mr. Bloemeudalil has been with
Hope College is also a member of the
"AH claims for grain or seed purwhen they applied for room, of whom ice when large areas of ice roe taken
of brick throe storieshigh. This will
Hope
college
during
the
administration
Inter-Collegiate
Debating
League
com
chased or furnished for feeding quail or
they were He is comforted by one of
other game birds in your district must toaed of Hope, Alma and Olivet col- of three presidents,Dr. Scott, Dr. Kol the shepherds while the entire company out but the law also applies to every mean jobs for fifty more men in Holbe approved by you, and we urge you to eges Out qf four inter collegiatede- len and Dr. Vennema. When he started are singing.Strains of music are heard littlefisherman who chops n hold in the land.
The pigskin industry, which is still
see to it that we get value received for bates last year, Hope won Hire a and on his duties, Hope College was then from the rear of the church, and a baud ice large enough to let a man through
all money expended ia this work of expects 1o <lo as well this year, as most represented l»y Van Vleck Hall and of Wise Men enter slowly, passing down to Davy Jones' kingdom and then mnv in its infancy, grew so much in one
es to Home other place to try liii luck. year, that the capacity of the north
frame recitation buildings.
is
saving these cheerful friends of the of the old debaters are still here.
the aisle, escorted by the spot light and
The members of this team will he de- counted us a friend by every graduate singing. They join the company be In cases like this fishermen should be side plant must be double. That this
farmer in Michigan.’’
On the top of all of this Auditor rided upon by competition,inter-socioty since lie took Ins positionwith the in fore the gates of the city and explain careful to mark the holes with u dg.iger industry will continue to grow is practically certain and as the businessGeneral O. B. Fuller says he will ap- contests Wing scheduled for the first stitution and this demonstration shows their preseiise, a tenor solo, “The Lord ign.
The real .'Miger comes after :i thaw. grojvs it will mean more buildings on
prove claims against the state for quail Friday in Februaryand the first Friday with what esteem he is held by the stu- is Mindful of His Own,” being sung by
During t’.e thaw little fish holes become the north side with busy men inside
dent body.
feed, as he thinks the plan one of the In March.
one of the Wise Men, Gene Flipse.
pnte targe In this ‘-uh no on-* enn be and smoke flouting from high chimneys
best which has been adopted in a long
The entire assembly of characters, bold to account for the exposed places spellingprosperity against the nky.
lime.
each one in n complete ensunie of that so every fisherman should take upon
During the past two years the north
time, join in a great chorus and slowly
himself the responsibilityof keeping side tannery has grown rapidly. Conleave the gates of the city to walk down the lake as safe as possible. Whenever
struction work has been going on althe aisle thru the audience and around you see a dangerousspot, mark it, so
most constantly— now warehouses, new
Give Henry Pelgrim, 8r., Gold Watch SANTA CLAUS VISITS MEMBERS the rear, coming back to the city again others will knew the danger. ~
sheds and little side lights that arer
AT HOME OF HON. O. J. DIEK- and filing away behind it, singing and
and Son a Fountain
small but denote u growing business.
WISH A MEBRY CHRISTMAS AND
escorted by the spotlight.
Although plans have oeen completed
EMA
MONDAY
NIGHT
Pen.
HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL
After the lights were again switched
for tho new building,8. L. Henkle, of
WHO HAVE ASSISTED THEM
on, the audience recovered and gave
The Bay View Furniture Co! rememthe pig skin tannery, has requested that
The Century Club was entertained great demonstrate!!of appreciation.The
AT A TEA
bered their employeev Wednesday even Monday evening at the home of the
contractors and others similarly interThe Holland Radio association wish
superintendent then announced that
ing with a large box of Gilbert’s As- Hon. G. J. Diekema, on W. 12th street,
ested wait a short time with their eorh merry Christmasand a happy new sorted chocolates,and the employees in
thunks were due
Champion, as The Woman's Literary Club Rooms respo-denee.The officialsare not yet
the
entertainment
committee
being
tbo
year arid to thank the following-.
he was in charge of the lighting •effects, Last Wednesday Afternoon the Scene
their turn completely surprisedthe man- Misses Diekema, Beach, Browning and
ready to decide on technicalpointa. But
Mr. and Mrs. E. Streur for donating
and
to M19. Blckkink, fu charge of the
one thing is sure and that is the new
agement by presenting Mr. H. Pelgrim Post. The rooms were decked wifli
of a Three O’clock Tea.
the headquaters. Mr. Kammeraad for
pig skin is coming with more to follow
with a solid gold watch chain and Yule-tide suggestions and a Christmas costumes, and to Mrs. Champion and
donatingthe papering and painting of
Miss Warushuis who directed the A 3 o'clock Tea was given last Wednes- later.
charm and to Mr. H. G. Pelgrim a solid program was carried cAit.
the building. Mr. Barkel for the darehearsalsof this pageant, and to Will day afternoon by the Mesdames C\ De
gold fountain pen. At the close of the
A vocal quartette composed of Mrs.
nations of the Electric flasher sign.
day the employees marched to the office J. E. Telling,Mrs. Helene Pardee, Mar- Vander Veil, in charge of the dec Free, F. Tilt, A Cappon, J. Bosnian
William Olive for a big box of candy.
where Mr. Cannemeyer, in behalf of tin Dykema and Prof. Nykerk rendered orations. Also for the benefit and C. H. McBride at the Woman’s
John Klomparens for the aerial insulaof all those
were unable Literary Club rooms. About one bun
the employee*, made a very appropriate two selections,(a) "Bethlehem," by
tors to equip the new aerial for the oneto obtain a good view of the stage, and dred and fifty ladies were present, the Tuesday Morning the Contract was Let
presentationspeech, to which both gen- Coombs, and (b) “Hark! HnrkJ With
half kilwatt transmitting station.
church at all last evening, the pageant afternoon being spent in a social time.
To Klaas Bolens and D. M. Cline
John Dunnewind was elected secre- tlemen very feeling responded. The Harps of Gold," by Mnrsden. They will be repeated tonight at eight
of Spring Lake
The club rooms were gayiy decorated
men were treated to cigars and went were accompaniedby Miss Hazel Wing
tary to fill the position of L. Bteketee
home happy because of the success of and Miss Freda Soulen played a violin o'clock,the entire public being invited with holiday trimmings in honor of the
At Thursday morning's sessionof tho
who resigned from the associationon
The church choir will also take part to occasion and of tho ball given in the
the sui prise and the fine spirit of bar obligato. Dr. Vennema then gave a
account of his studies. John Klownight. During the evening a silver col evening. Dainty refreshments were Ottawa county road commission the conmony and brofherhood which always ex- Christmas address, followed by a vocal
tract for building two miles of concrete
parens was elected Radio policeman U
lectionwill be taken.
served during the afternoon, at the
ists between employerand employee i
solo, “My Ain Countree, ’’ by Mrs. M.
take care of violators of the associaThe pupils of the Sunday school were close of which many compliments were road on the Holland Grand Haven road
this institution.
Hoffman. John Lloyd Kollen gave a then each presented with a pound box
was let to Klaas Bolens and David M.
tion’s laws.
showered upon the hostesses.
recitation“O, Little Town of Bethle- of Blom's chocolates,850 of the pack
Cline, of Spring Lake. This concrete
We also wish to thaak the Holland
hem," and Miss Hazel Wing rendered ages being distributed.
surfacing will begin at a point a mile
City News for boosting for us.
HORSE TAKES LOOK AT BIO
two piano selections,(a) Sonata, by
south of the city limits.
8
----0
LOAD'OF MAIL AND
Liszt, (b) Danse Negre, by Cyril Scott.
The price of the successful bidder*
BAGGED MOBS! THAN 100 RABBITS
DROPS OVER
IN
The club was favored by Miss Freda
was 99 cents per square yard. A numClyde Taylor, Swimming Professor. Is
Soulen 's violin interpretationof Cadber of bids were received by the com
Also an Expert Hunter.
U. OF
A horse owned by the CitizensTrans- man’s “At Dawning." Following this
missioners.
The
month
of January is one of many
fer company displayed no stubbornness the Christmas tree occupied the attenClyde Teylor, professor of swimming,
anniversaries in the family of ex.-Ald.
when it got a look at an enormous tion of the company, Santa Claus, in IS CHOSEN TO PLAY THE ROLE OF
Why You Should Use Ohsmberlair.'AC5figrri
demonstrated that he is also an expert
Peter Van Tak. The month records
Remedy
number of mail tacks to be carted from the person of Dr. M. J. Cook distribut"SENEX” IN LATIN
hunter. Mr. Taylor bagged over one
eight
anniversaries and includes the
Because it has an ektablishtd reputation•
the postofficeto the depot. The ani- ing the gifts to all present.
PLAY.
hundred rabbits near Greenville,Mich,
birthdays of two nephews, sister, won by ilk good work*...
mal dropped upon the curb and it took
Ilcraiui.it is moat esteemed by those whe •
and he brought home 76. He said he
daughter , two granddaughters and one have u»ed n for many year*, aa oera*ion rethe combined effort*of a dozen men
would go again in about ten days and
Ann Arbor, Mich., Dec. 30— George grandson, and a sisterin-law.Four an quired. and are bext acquaintedwith .Hti
DR.
DE
to raise it on its feet The tussle lasted
bring home a carload.
Robberts of Holland has been chosen adversariesoccur between the seventh good qualiliek,
nearly a half hour.
Herauae It looxen* and reliere*a rold aodi
,
— o
to play the role of ‘‘Senex” in the and twenty-eighth day.
•ids nature in restoring the aysleu to-a*
GIRL WALKS FIVE MILES TO
Latin play "The Menaechmi,” which
healthy
q
OOUOH8 AND COLDS ARE DANGEROUS
Hflcsuse it does not contain opium or may/
SCHOOL; NOT LATE NOS
One of Ottawa county’s pioneers, is to be presented by the Classical club
other narcotic.
MANY CHILDREN HAVE WORMS
TARDY ONE DAY Few of m resliu the (Unger of Coughs and HeVbert tjp Kleine, 71 years old, died of the University of Michigan, on
Because it ia within the reach of kit I*i
Colds. We consider them common and harm
Worm* are a common childhood ailment.
Muskegon, Dec. 30 — Sophia Brlnge less ailments. Howerer statistics tell us every at his home near Jamestown Saturday March 30, 1916. The cast is made up They make children irritable,nervooH and only- co»t* a quarter.Obtainableeverywhere. — Adv.
dahl of Sullivan township has not been third person dies of a lung ailment. Danger- night. He leaves a widow and six entirely of men, thb club desiring to re*tle*a,betide* robbing the body and mind
late nor tardy one day during the year, ous Bronchialand Long diseases follow
children. Mr. De Kleine came to wes- keep as near as possibleto the original of jiroper noiirWhmrnt. Watch your child
neglectedcold. As your body struggles
Examine the Ntool* and at fir«t sign* of
(3 Insertion*,Dec. 16, 23. 30,
altho she walks five miles each day against cold germs, no better aid can be bad tern Michigan from the Netherlands presentation. The play will be present- w-onn* give your child a treatment of Kh-kato the little school house in Fruitport than Dr. King's New Diseovery. Its merit when but three years old. He is the ed at the time the Classicalconference poo Worm Killer. They kill the wortna, act
FOR SALE
a* a laxative and rxpcll ihe worm* and pointownship. Many daya the made the trip has been tested by old and young. In use father of William De Kleine, who is convenesin Ann Arbor.
Family cow : new milch Guernsey,vouna
over 45 years. Get a bottle today. Avoid
onon*
wa«te.
Tone
the tyilem and help re- gentle,persia Wrnt milker. Addm*
Mr. Robbertsis a senior in the Lit- •tore yon*- ch-'ld’* health and happy dUpok
in rain or snow. She says she greatly
the risk of serious Lung ailments, Drug- 1 making the tuberculosis fight in this
BRIAR HM.t.
erary college of the University.
enjoys the walk.
ition. Only 25c at your druggut. — Xu. i
fiite. *
•—No. 1 1 state.
Roiitc Xc. Sl
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News

Decorators are hard at work redecor- President Woodrow Wilaon, who was
Mrs. Henry Wilson ia visiting her
ating the Modern Woodman Hall and 59 years old Tuesday is by virtue
parent*, Mr. and Mrs. M. Beery, East
after the work has been completed, the of the letter
at the beginningof
Woodmen expect to have one of the his given name, the very last of the 93 Tenths street. Henry arrived from
Port Huron Thursday. Mr. Wilson is
finest lodge rooms to be found in the Wilsons listed in Who’s Who in Amerselling Holland Furnaces at Port Hurcity.
ica. Peculiarlyenough also the recital on.
of Woodrow Wilson’s life record takes
Frank Smith, a student of the DeMiss Augusta Nieuwsma, a graduate
up only three inches of Who’s Who troit College of Law is spending his
of the U. of M. Hospital is visiting her
space, while the record of James Har vacation here.
sister, Mrs. George Albers and other
r*son Wilson, soldierand railroader,is
Mrs. John Pieters and daughters
relatives.She has bet-u engaged in accorded about an inch more.
Margarette and Helen at Kalamazoo
Public Health Work for the last two
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. Boone.
years in Grand Rapids and Detroit.
Game Warden Frank SalisburyreOtto Yander Velde former Hope bus
turned from Muskegon Thursday where ket ball star is in the city for the holi
Austin Harrington was the only Hoi
he appeared against six men arrested days.
land representative at the meeting of
last week for hunting with a ferrit for
Miss Ruth Keppcl from Oberlin, 0.,
the directors of the West Michigan Pike
rabbits. Four of the men were from Conservatory of Mmic, is spending the
Ass’n held in Muskegon Tuesdav morn
Muskegon and the other two were from
ing. John Ca..pon, the other Holland the north section of this county. All holidays with her parents,Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Keppel.
director is at present in California.
pleaded guilty to the charge ami paid
Frank Lievense who is traveling for
their fines in justice courts. Incidental
the Holland Chemical Co., has returned
Joe Pino, former restaurantkeeper fn
ly they nil asked to have their names after a successful season to spend his
'his ity and who has been acting as
left out.
vacation with his father.
night man at Van Drerer’s restaurant,
Chris Becker of the Holland Furnace
left yesterday for Clyde, 0., where he
A reward of $25 will be paid bv 8her Co., retured from a business trip to
will manage a hotel.' Howard Bailey
iff Berry of Grand Rapids for informa
Chicago.
has been engaged to take his place at
tion that will lead to the arrest of any
James Whelan of the Northwestern
the restaurant here.
automobiledriver who has a collision University of Evanston was home on his
The lineup for jne Hope college team or runs down a pedestrian, and then vacation.
fails to stop and give name. This or
Herman Brouwer is home from Mich
that will play against the Y. M. C. A.
der went Into effect Tuesday at noon ignn Conservatory of Music in Detroit
on New Year's day in Grand Rapids
The sheriff declares he will make the and will visit with his parents Mr. and
has been announced ns follows: C. Van
country roads safe to travel, and he Mrs. James A.^Brouwerduring the hob
Dorge.n, center; W. Van Putteh and
believes the posting of the reward will idays.
Peter Prtns, forwards; Tennis Prins and
do much to make persons on foot more
Mrs. John Wielenga and daughter
G. Veenker, guards.
observant.
went to Holland this morning to visit
I
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Colored as second-class mailer at the post
oAoe at Holland. Mich ion. under the act of
(oucress March. 1WT.
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to Mr. and Mrs. J. Nelson Pyle
son named Kenneth Earle.

— o—
The Grand Haven Poultry ahow which
opens Jan. 4 will have many entries
from thia city's chicken fanciers.
SIC

I

Bex. Birrine of the Reo factory at ' Mr. and Mr*. J. Aeht*rbbftlo6;M«ah*..
home in gon and Mr. and Mr*. Tbay Van Liere

etroit, spent Christmas at his

Ir... v.. Aliburg
Saturday to spend the holidays with Mr. and Mrs. Owen Peterson Pi»
with friend, in
, De 8„W.r“r„t
1'ribnT."’ 818
H. Tribune.
Miss Charlotte Van Anrooy visited
Among those from Holland who tdoh*.
in Grand Rapids Sunday.
in the ••Birth of a Nation” at Powers'
Irvin Jeffers formerly of this city, is
thenter in Grand Rapids Tuesday are.
now visiting friends here.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Ray, Mrs. Wm. Ob
Attorney M. A. Sooy spent Monday ive, Mr. and Mrs. J. B.; Mulder and
in Grand Rapids.
daughters Esther and Mabelle, Mrs.Tony Vander Hulle was a Grand Rap Cornelius Vander Veen, Mrs. William
ids visitor over Christmas.
Boyd and E. Vander Veen.
Mrs. J. Van Putten, Jr., and son Jack
are spending a few weeks in Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. V. Marsh left Monday
for their home in New York.
W. J. Poppe was in Grand Rapids
Monday on business.
Adrian Klaver of Grand Rapids visit
ed in this city Monday.
j
Jack Cook of Chicago Is visitingin
left

Chlc.go.

-H!

^

!

.

M
mm

this city.

Miss Irene Van Ark visited friends
in Grand Rapids overJlunday.

*

party .Wednesday evening. They were
Glen Goldring ofTluskegon spent entertainment the ' Macatawa Bay
Xmas in this city with friends.
Yacht ClifbTwh
7
where dancing and refreshMr. and Mrs. John Good are visiting ments were indulged in.

*

in Alpena, Mich.
Mrs. Durfoe, dean of Voorhees dormLeo Halley who has been visiting his itory entertainedMiss Forncrook, teach',
parent returned to Detroit Monday.
er of Expression at the Kalamazoo NbrDr. and Mrs. Wills, are spending the mal College.
holiday season in Champagne, 111.
George Deur entertained his SundayAt least 50 Holland people took in
Edward Kruizenga, general manager school class at his home, 14 West 18th><
“The Birth of a Nation” at Powers’,
of the NationalGrocer Co., of Grand
her mother, Mrs. Alice Do Vries.— 8t. Rapids and family spent Christmas street, with an evening of games and
Grand Rapids, Christmas.
Tuesday being the birthdnv of J.
Hon. G. J. Diekema of Holland is to
music. The girls presented their teach*,
Joe Evening Herald.
Gunst, cashier at the H. J. Heinz Co., he
with his parents Mr. and Mrs. John
Henry Venhuizenand Will Deur left received a basket from the employees be the speaker at the annual banquet of
Steve Bradford, of Petoskey, a for- Kruizengaat their home on E. Eighth er with a tie and stick-pia. Dainty refreshments were served at the close of
Tuesday for Detroit and will return of the office and manufacturing depart- the Dec. 30 club and the young men in mer Holland boy, spent Christmas with street.
charge of thin year’s affair are delightthe evening to the party composed of
with some new Studebaker cars.
his
mother,
Mrs.
L.
C.
Bradford,
West
ments, containingassortments of all ed to be able to provide such an attracMr. and Mrs. Albert La Huis, and the Misses Bertha Vissers, Margaret
Ninth
street.
kinds of fruits, mixed nuts, and wear tioa. The banquet is to he served in the
daughterof Zeeland, Dr. and Mrs. M V an Mawrick, Jerene Steggcrda, J«anThe De Pree Chemical Co., Rave their ing apparels.
Mr. and Mrs. James Schoon of Grand
Kolyn and Miss Anna Kolyn of Hoi ette Alderink, Ann Vissers,Minniehotel Sherman next Thursday evening
employee each n turkey Friday for
Rapids, spent the Christmas dav with
land were the guests Christmas of Mr Slagh, Marie Kepstcyn and Theodora'
at half-past six o’clock and' it is ex
Christmas.
their
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.'
Peter
The Zeeland Boy Scouts were success pected that more than one hundred
and Mrs. John C. Hoekje.— Grand Ha- Hoekstra.
Schoon, West Sixteenth street.
ven Tribune.
ful in raisingenough money, food, toys young men and some older ones will
Miss Ruby Vlnkemulder was ThhrsLookout for a shinny penny that looks
Miss Angie Westveldstenographer at
clothing, etc., to supply the thirty poor partake of the dinner and hear the ad
Mrs. Gerrit Sprietsmland daughter day evening united in marriage withlike dime and that some are passing
families of Zeeland. About $400 was dress of the man who seems likely to the officeof Attorney A. Visscher,visit- Helen of Hamilton, have gone to
I red Gaze at the M. E church parsonfor a ten cent piece.
distributed. The merchants and towns- be Michigan’snext governor. He is ed her parents in Fennville over Christ- Grand Rapids to pass the holidays. Mr. age by the Rev. Esveld.
mas.
people responded with funds for the sure to give an hour of entertainment
Sprietsma joined them last Friday
Marriage licenses were issued to Gee.
The Holland Furnace Co. remember- scouts.
Hay Riksen, who formerly lived on night.
and discussionthat men like. No man
Raffenaud and Kate Kramer, Holland t
ed its employees and gave them a two
West Seventh street, is visiting his
Mrs. Gertrude Dubbink and family, John Duffy and Stella Wilson, Grand
in this part of the state could have
pound box of chocolatesFriday.
The Holland Furn. Co. closed down been secured who would please the club grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Barnev of Kalamazoo s|»ent
few days Haven; Marion C. Dekker, Zeeland and
Thursday evening in order to allow the more. Any of Allegan’s male citizens Riksen on Twelfth street.
in this city, the guest of her parents, Annie Post, Robinson township.
The Ladies' Aid societyof the Third
Ben Baldus, of Toledo, who has been Mr. and Mrs. John Kollen on West 15th
employees to enjoy their Christmas hol- are privileged to enjoy this banquet
A joyous family reunion was held
Reformed church have postponed their
iday. Before leaving for their homes and it matters not whether in vears he spending the past week with relatives street.
weting for two weeks.
at the home of Undersheriff and Mrs.
and
friends
in
this
city,
returned
to
his
Thursday night the company presented be young or old. The one requirement
Mr.
Mrs. John Hadden Henry J. Dykhuis, 55 West 9th street,
each one of the workmen with a box of is that he be youthful in spirit.— Alle- home last Saturday.
and family of Grand Rapids spent when their eleven children and oeveraf
All the local furniture factorieswith
Mrs. Alberts of Overisel visited her Christmas at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Blom’s finest candies made bv our lo- gan Gazette.
grandchildren gathered for Christmas
the exception of one will have splendid
daughter Mrs. Marius Mulder at her John Kruisenga.
cal candy factory.
dinner. Those present were Mr. and
«xhibits ia Grand Rapids.
home on East Seventeenthstreet over
•Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Griffith of Grand Mrs. H. Sikkenga, Montague; Mr. and
P. H. Benjamin of Grand Haven, who
the week end.
Rapids and Dr. and Mrs. M. J. Cook of Mrs. Walter Bosch and child of HolThe Holland Interurbanwill give is spending some time in Miami, Fla. in
G. T. Haan, at the Model Drug store
Leon Bosch of Hush Medical Col
old 901 pounds of Gilbert’schocolates Holland celebrators in Grand Rapids a letter to the Tribune said: A couple lege is spendingthe holiday vacation Holla ltd were Christmas guests of Mr. land township; Sheriff and Mrs. Hans
time enough to see the new year in and of touristswere sitting on the veranda
and Mrs. 8. P. Hudson. — Allegan Ga- Dykhuis of Grand Haven; Mr. and Mrs.
tor Christmas.
then get back to Holland Friday night of one of the hotels commenting on the with his parents,Mr. and Mrs. N. Bosch zette.
A. J. Dykhuis of Grand Haven; Mr. and
at their home on West Twelfth street.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Arensman left
Howard Cowies paid $3..r>0costs, when by running a late care which will leave idiosyncrasiesof mankind. One of
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Hafting of Monday for Holland where thev Mrs. Henry Tietsema of Eastmanville;
Grand
Rapids
at
12:30.
The
ear
will
be
them seeing an auto pass bv said: “Do
arraigned before Justice Sooy on a
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Dykhuis of Musa local and will make all stops between .vou know that even a man’s religion Wheeling,West Va., are spending the will visit the former’s father, John kegon; Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Dykhuia
charge of drunkenness.
Holidays
at
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Holland and Grand Ranids.
Arensman.—St. Joe Evening Herald.
s discernable by the kind of a car he
and children of Grand Rapids; Mr. aad
8. L. Henkle, East Tenth street.
Roscoe Cardwell of Detroit returned Mrs. Edward Dykhuis and children of
The Muskegon Interurban will Install
drives’" The it her gave him an inMr.
and
Mrs.
George
Schaaftenaar, Monday after spending the Xmas at
An
unusual
sight
on
Central
avenue
within a few weeks no stop service becredulous look and challenged, the stateof Stevens Point, Wis., are spending the home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Holland; Frank W., Gerrit and Johanna
is the canopy stretched from the
tween Grand Rapids and .Muskegon.
ment. Pretty soon d car went by runDykhuis of Holland.
Woman 's Literary Hub room door to ning on the cut-out and driver honking the holidays with relativesand friends James Cardwell.
Last evening at 7 o’clock the Rev.
in
this
city.
A large crowd enjoyed roller skating the walk, so placet, as to allow the the horn. “There.” said the tourist,
John Yandersluis made a business Hoeksema of the 14th Street Christian
John Grifliu of Holland, visited his trip to Grand Rapids Tuesday morning,
at the Li t sum Tuesday evening. Music participantsof the' Christmas ball last
goes a Methodist,” and he was right.
Reformed church united in marriage
was fum'shed by the Holland Concert Wednesday evening to step from their Next came a man driving a car with wife and little son at the home of her
Prof. J. Tillema was in Grand Rap- Miss Sarah Klomparens to George Tinparents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
Gretzinger
Land.
taxis under the canopy and into the
ids Tuesday.
the radiator rap off and the water Sunday at New Richmond.
holt at the bride's home on Lincoln
ball room.
Minor Stegeman was in Grand Rapids avenue.
splashing all over. “There,” he said,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
G.
B.
Loveland
spent
Tuesday.
The Crppon-Bertsch Leather Co.,
"goes a Baptist," ami he was right.
Mnnv Holland people are all set and Next in the processioncame a man driv- Christmas with the latter’s mother, Mrs. J. Dryden was in Grand Rapid
gave each one of its employees of both
*
the Sonth and North Side tanneries a readt for the January clearance sales ing the unbiouitousc Ford. “There,” Mrs. C. Nivisou and Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
Fonger, in Muskegon.
to •ts'-t.They commenced saving ujf the
erisp new one dollar bill.
The
Rev.
E.
J.
Blekkink
was
in
Grand
said the challenger.“What is that
Mr. and Mrs. George Vrieling and Rapids Tuesday.
money for the event along last Febru man’s religious complexion f” “That,”
daughter Thelma, Holland, were guests
ary.
There
is
^oing
to
be
much
doing
Hon. G. J. Diekema will speak bePercy Ray was In Grand Rapids
said his friend “is a Christian Scient*
fore the Bee. 30th club of Allegau to- in a sales way and the early advertiser ist. He imagines that he is driving an in the home of Mrs. Joseph Markle.—
night. This elub meet* once each will carry away the coin, wh’lg the earlv automobile and he is driving a Ford.” Allegan Gazette.
John B. Nauta was a Grand Rapids
Mi*s Rena Raven has returned home visitor Tuesday.
ihopj.er will Ing off the bargains.
year with an elaborate program.
-Grand Haven Tribune.
from Lansing to spend the holidays at
— o- Brof. I. C. \Saide of Hope College,
her home on West 12th street.
The postoffice department has notified
left Tuesday for u visit in Detroit.
Isaac Kouw has p
John Bftzon of West Olive and MarMrs. Alice Robinson left Saturday
Harold Me Lean was in Grand Rapids
Tunabout for use in his real estate busi- postmaster that it is about to issue tin Bazon of this city are home for the
morning
for Milwaukee to spend the
1
stamped
envelopes
bearing
an
embossed
aeas. Friends of Isaac have already
holidays. The Bazon Boys are drain
two cent stamp of new design. The diggers and about a year and a half holidays with her daughter, Mrs.' Roy L.
Chris Karose was a Grand Rapids
anted it “Isaac’s Jack Rabbit.”
Dodd.
visitor Tuesday.
new stamp is printed in red ink and
Thursday morning occurred the death
ago purchased a dredge from a Bav City
AttorneysVisscher and Robinson
Prof. Earl Y. Moore of the depart- in the form of a circle. In the center
company. The dredge digs ' froiii were in Allegan Monday fighting the Richard Oggel boarded the Grand of Rennie, the 7-months-old son of Mr»'.>
sent of music of U. of M. will give an is embossed the head of Washington 45 to 50 rods of drain a day. The
and Mrs. R. Van Till of Waverly. The
Rapids car Tuesday afternoon.
Clyde townshipdrain case.
organ recital at Zeeland iu Second Re- in profile.
held at the home on
Miss Laura Knooihuizen has returned
records show that of 80 machines turnformed church Jan. 12.
Mrs. H. Workman spent Christmas from a visit with relatives in Detroit.
Saturday afternoon at two o’clock.
ed out by the Bay City company the
Suit for divorce has been filed in cirwith her daughter, Mrs. F. L. Brock
Della Ethel, aged one year, daughter
Miss Mildred Lokker is spending a
The Grand Rapids “Y” team Thurs- cuit court by Margaret F. Hamilton record of the Bazon boys show the high 'never, in Grand Ranids.
few weeks with friends in Hart, Mich of Mr. and Mrs. Adrian De Waard, died
est average which is 45^ rods in eight
day night had no difficulty in downing of Wright township. The allegation
Mr. and Mrs. William Bosman of
Peter Bontekoe, the 14th St. plumber Sunday of pneumonia. Funeral services
hours. The most ever dug by them in
the local seminary quintet
juintet on their the bill is non-support.The defend
Grand Haven spent Christmas with was in Grand Rapids Tuesday.
were held Tuesday afternoonat l:3ff
one
day
is 57 rods in eight hours’ time
home floor, handing them a 31-12 de- ant in the case is a former Grand Ha
relativesin this city.
Peter Brusse, clerk of the Board of o’clock from the home, 187 East lltb
which
is beyond what any other dredgven resident. He at one time lived
R. T. Dean of this city is spending Public Works made a business trip to street.
ing company has yet shown. At present
the old fourth ward, and still has
his vacation at his home in Scottfleld. Grand Rapids Tuesday morning.
Funeral services for Mrs. Jacob Heerthe firm is completing a large contract Michigan.
In the meeting of the road commis- number of acquaintances there.
Lloyd Kanters left for Waukesha, inga were held Monday afternoon at the
in
Byron
(’enter
and
expect
to
get
ansion, Friday, C. F. Reckard was given
Miss Grace Browning left Monday Wis., after spending Christmas with his Ninth Street ChristianReformed church
Mr and Mrs. Bert Barnard and daugh other one in Robinson.
the contract of building one mile of
for a two weeks visit in Minneapolis,
'
parents.
Rev. E. J. Tuuk officiating.
Holland automobile owners who are Minn.
Road in Jamestown. The consideration ter Dorothy, Mr. and Mrs. Ward PhillServices for Charles Ralya, 72 years
Mrs. Charles H. Harmon and Mrs
hurrying
to
get
the
first
of
the
new
ips of Holland and Mr. and Mrs. Bert
named in the contract was $2700.
Mrs. Tuttle of Detroit is visitingat Mae Hiler were in Grand Rapids Tues old, who died Tuesday at his home in
Barnard, jr., of Lansing, Mr and Mrs. year’s licensesmight not be in such the home of Mr. and Mrs. 0. Moolen
dav, taking in the sights.
Robinson, will be held" at the residence
Mrs. 8. L. Henkle has returned from 0. C. Hoyt of Grand Rapids, Mr. and haste if they knew that the new law- graaf.
Mrs. J. D. Kanters left for Port Col- tomorrow. Interment will be in Robina five weeks’ absence in Haat, Mass., Mrs. Roy Hagerman of Detroit and may be declared unconstitutionalby the
Henry Kremers of Detroit is visiting borne, Canada, to visit relativesfor a son cemetery.
where she was called on account of the Lydia Wise of Howell enjoyed a Christ supreme court. The new law takes so friends in this city after six years ab- few weeks.
_ Funeral services for Clarence Dahm,
much
property
off
the
city
rolls
that
sickness and death of her brother, Guv man dinner with Mr. and Mrs. R.
sence.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Lokker returned 76 years old, who died Monday at his
Ruf.
some of the Michigancities are objectLing of Fowerville.
Miss Dorothy Barnard returned home Monday after spending Christmas in home in Georgetown,Mich, were held
ing. No part of the tax is to be reJriday from Nashville, Tenn., to visit Big Rapids.
at the Disciple church at 1:30 this
turned
to
the
cities,
either;
it
all
goes
John Weersing, the real estate deal0. F. Kammeraad, who is seriously ill
her parents,Mr. and Mrs. Bert Barnard.
Maynard Manting returned to his afternoon. Interment at Georgetown.
to the counties and the state highway
er, was Thuisday placing his new large at the home of his son, Nicholas Kam
Mr. and Mrs. J. Spyker of Grand home in Grand Haven after visiting
Leonard Byl of Detroit ibvd of pneu3916 calendars,bearing a reproduction meraad, Nfl West 12th street, was visit funds. It is just possible that the sii Rapids are visiting relatives In and friendsand relatives in this city.
preme
court
will
kill
the
law.
monia at Grand Rapids. The funeral
in colors of the painting, “The Cross- ed Christmas by three of his sons.
about the city for a week.
Miss Anna Pfanstiehl who has been
ing. »
Frank Kammeraad left Tuesday eveThe Misses Henrietta and Pearl De the guest of Miss Katherine Pfanstiehl will be held Saturday at Muskegon.Mr.
Byl is a brother of the late patrolman
ning on his return to Philadelp’ia, Pa
\ ries of Grand Rapids are visitingat
in this city returned Tuesdav to Battle
Fred Kieft and he had many friends in
While Gerrit De Swaan and C. Ry Henry Kammeraad, who arrived Mon
the home of Hazel Kuhl on West 14th Creek.
this city.
brandt of Forest Grove were hunting day from Rochester, N. Y., will pro
street for a week.
Alderman and Mrs. William Vander
Rybrandt's gun accidentallydischarged
Frank Kammeraad, Jr.,
The funeral of J. E. Pas, who died in
Arthur Sullivan of tfic South Chicago \en and little daughter left Tuesdav
wounding De Swaan in the leg. He of (’ran(1 Haven was the other visitor.
( oast Guardi returned home to spend evening for a few days visit with rela- Kalamazoo, will be held tomorrow at
will soon recover. A doctor took a num
12:30 at the home, two and a half '
the winter in this city.
tives in New Era.
Henry Siersemi who is traveling for
ber of small bullets from his flesh.
Mr. W. J. Olive has announced that
miles east of the city, and at 1:30 at
Otto Prins who has been working at
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ben
Mulder
and
daughhe will give two prizes of $15 and $10 Hibbard-Bpencer-Bartlett Co., of Chi Racine, Wis., is home for the holidays.
the Ebenezer l\formed church, the
ters Ruth and Lucile were in Grand
each for essays written on either of the cago returned home Thursday from a
Rev. Strabbing and Rev. Voldman, ofA.
La
Huis
of
Zeeland
was
in
the
Rapids Tuesday,taking in the “Birth
trip to Montnua.
ficiating.
subject, “The Benefits of Life Insur
of a Nation” at Powers’ theater.
MIr. and Mrs. F. C. Little and daugh nty Thursday.
Place of Peter Lawrence, who will leave once to the Student,” or “The BeneJohn
Barkema
left
Friday
to
spend
George
Lage
attended
the
“Birth
of
ters \ irgimn and Helen of Chicago are
Monday for Ferris Instituteto take
fits of Life Insurance t6 the Preacher.
the holidays in Detroit.
Nation" at Powers’ theater,Grand
course in pharmacology.
The essays are to be handed in at some visitingat the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Is
Nelson R. Stanton was in Grand Rap- Rapids yesterday.
date in the winter term. Mr. Olive is to rred Tilt, on West Eleventh street.
ids
1
Mr.
and
Mrs.
L.
E
Van
Drezer
and
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas N. Robinson
The members of the class of ’15 0i be thanked for the interest he shows in
Ed Everhardtwho spent the Christ- daughter Muude spent • vesterdavin
and daughter left Thursday for Pent
the students of the seminary.
mas
vacation with friends iu the city Grand Rapids.
water where they visited over left Monday
for Chicago.
Miss Olive Bertsch of Beechwood is
< hnstmas with the Attorneys parents.
The
horse
belonging
to
the
DeKraker
No person alive is stronger than his
™ °.vgter Mng the big feature of
J. P. 0. de.Mauriac,of Topeka, Kas., spending a week with friends in Grand
Miss Mary Thornton visited with
De Koster Meat Market slipped and
the evening staged at the Post cottage.
kidneys. The minute the kidneys beis the guest for the holidays at the Haven.
fell on E. Kfh street Friday morning friends in Chicago for severaldays.
come disarranged or clogged with waste
Miss Joan Borgards of the Kalamazoo
Miss Anna Takken took the Interur- home of Mr. and Mrs. Waited Lane.''
and then signifiedan unwillingness to
the warring in flashed throughoutthe
Miss Dorothy Pieters, who teaches in Normal is spending the holidays in this
rise again. After a half hour’s un ban for Grand Rapids Thursdav mornentire system. The greater part of all
a Port Huron school is spending the
ing.
successful efforts on the part of the
sickness today can be avoided by keepholiday vacation In this city.
new
A. B. Morse of St. Joseph was in HolA. H. Landwehr was in Grand Rapids
the kidneys working properly.
lice club for Christmas. He made the bystanders, Officer Meeuwsen arrived
MU* Gertrude Habing, teacher in land Tuesday morning on business. ingWalsh
on the scene. The animal, on seeing the on business Thursday.
Drug Co., tbe popular drugHastings, is spendingthe winter vacaMiss
Jeanette
Van
Tongeren
is
visitDr. J. J. Mersen was In Grand Ranids
wood
fftCt°r,V fr0m “ 8pf‘,ia,In,lia officer approach, scrambledto her feet
gists, can tell you of many well-known
tion
at
her
home
on
West
12th
street.
ing relatives in Kalamazo.
1
and continued the journey.
people in this city, whom Solvax, theLeon Bosch was in Grand Rapids standard kidney remedy, has restoredto*
Ed Everhardtand Willis Diekema of U (nU/ Fu,!er Holland is spending the
•yesterday.
Y. M. C. A. team defeated the SuperMarshal Barbour of Otsego overheard Chicago were home for the holidays
health, often after they have tried
Dr and Mrs. G. W. Van Verst and 0. W. de Mauriac of Chicago returned Leonard Yntema spent yesterday ii many other methods of treatment with-'
conversation one day recently that
Grand Rapids.
gave him a tip on a gamblingplace. He family spent a few Java in Detroit.
little or no benefit.
Tuesday after spending Christmas at
Miss Caroline Borgards, who is teach
This remarkable kidney remedy ia>
went there one evening last week, gave
Henry Lockhorst left last Wednesday Mr. and Mrs. Walter Lane’s home
ing at Oxford, is spending a few days guaranteedto help the worst case of’
just the right rap, and was admitted. evening for Waupon, Wis., where he
the the near future.
Miss Minnie Schuelke teacher in at her home in this city.
lazy, sluggish, or dogged-upkidneys, OP'
He arrested one fellow for being drunk will spend his vacation at his home.
Lake Odessa, Mich., is spending the
and Justice Walker sent him to the
\ ernon Wilson, formerly of Holland.
Patrolman Sam Meeuwsen is enjoying the general headachy, kiflkybacfced,,
holidays at her home on East 13th St.
Ira Wyrick, the plumber living on K county jail for ten days. Four gamblers
a five day vacation, visiting relatives played out condition that afflictspeople
24th street and who was operated upon paid the justice$5 fine each and about ^This'dty 1,1 N°rth Dak°ta’ is viilt,nK Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Fairbanks and in North Holland. Cornelius Stam Is sufferingwith kidney trouble. Solvax
family spent ChrUtmas in Allegan counrecently in Butterworth hospital, Grand 13 each in costs.
does not simply relieve. It aims to cure,
taking his place on the force.
T F- ^ LaI'i»h returned last Thursdav ty, the guests of friends.
Rapid*, is reported us improving nicely,
dney remedy has made such
from Saulte St. Marie, after attending
No other kidney
Mephistoples
Smith
left
Tuesaltho his condition was serious immeMiss Hazel Clements, who is teaching
the funeral of his brother.
day
evening
for Grand Rapids where a large percentage of cures as Solvax.
According
to
word
received
it is very
diately folUflwing the operation.
Wal
arge that Walsh
Drug Co., are
Ben Baldus of Toledo, 0., visited in in the Bangor school, is spending the he will spend several days with friends It is so large
likely the steamer bast land, now the
the
-Ity ast week. Mr. Baldus return vacation at her home in this city. 1
perfectly safe in standing ready to reand relatives of that city.
property of the Illinois Naval Reserve
John Windemuller, whose fightingti- ns the result of a sale at public auction ed to Toledo Saturday.
Miss Verna Baines of Holland was
P. Kolean and son George took the
He is Bailor Jack White, returned to held at Chicago recently,will be brot
John 8 Dykstra accompanied his
Lew. Fields- in “Old Dutch at the
interurban fer a few davs visit in
f0lVlltUrninR t0 ^1,e
Detroit Tuesday after spending Christ'laughter
Ethel
to Grand Rapids Thurs- gan "ft
to 8t. Joe to be completely remodeled.
Grandville,Mich.
Apollo Saturday,— Five big acts. A $2‘
mas with his parents In this city. Mr. It is known permanent ballastis to be day morning. Miss Ethel left on a two
Miss Eunice Shaffer of New Paltz
Miss Helene Meyers is visiting Dr. Broadway C6medy at popular prices.
weeks visit to Boston.
^Windemullerhas demonstratedhis abil- installedin the vessel,the
N. Y., is the guest of Miss Maude Van
upper
two
and Mrs. R. H. Nichols of Bellaire, Matinee 5 and 10c. Evening 10 and 15c.
with the gloves to the Detroit proDr. G. A. Stegeman left for Detroit Drezer during the holidnya.
Mich.
:rs and he is scheduled for a match for°ko r®™V!!d. anu- th* boa! ma,le
a training ship for the naval re Thursday noon where ke met his wife
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Dekker of Maple
Dr. and Mrs. Preston Bcott were in
Windsor, Canada in the near future. serves not later than next June.
who is visiting with her parents. Mr. avenue, are spending a week at the
4 Silver Threads Among the Gold ’
and Mrs. John Busby.
home of her parents in Muslcegon.
" Birth of 'a Nation' "V
play ?t Ap-°110 The*ter’ Monda^ Jan.‘ 3*.Mat-inee $ and) 10e ; evening 10 and 15c.
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BOOT OF JACOB E. PAB WAS
•BURIAL TOMORROW
•Jaodb •£. Pbb died Monday at Kalamazoo at.the.agpof forty-nine year*.
Tke body was brought to hia home
aoohheaat of Holland today. The funeral 'will he held tomorrow afternoon
from the Ebenezer ohurch.
The deeeaaed m aurvived by a wife
and four children,Henry, Uertrude,
Raymond and Harrietts, two step-chil•dren, Corneliua Hoeland of Holland and
John Hoeland of Rudyard; also two

tirothew 8an»UBl Pas, living southeast
Of HoUand, JNm J^oyers of Muskegon
and on© eistg, Jyua. Henry Kooyers,
living southeast of Holland'

Blgm Wins from J)e Oro
•Shows Lack of Practice and Is Hard
Pressed by Opponent.

-

- o

-

Recently the Bush & Lane piano received another testimonial,this time
from no less an authority than Prof.
MelvilleW. Chase, ..rector of the MusiHOLLAND DIVISIONS
cal Department in HillsdaleCollege,n
Lease and Merger of Holland Line With position which he has held for 46 years
Michigan Railway Becomes
During all these years, he has neveBflectlTe January 1.
given a direct endorsement to any pr-r
ticulnr make of piano. Thia fact makes
Charles A. Floyd, of this city, who has
the letter to the Bush & Lane Piano Co.
been manager of the Holland Interur- more valuable. The letter follows:—
ban road for several years, will become
Bush 4 Lane Piano Co.,
superintendent of the division from
Holland, Michigan.
Kalamazoo and Battle Creek to Grand
Gentlemen
Rapids and Holland when these roads
I find the Bush 4 Lane piano recently
are merged under one head the beginpurehasod from vou etninenfhraatisfntning of the new year. This is but antory. It is a thoroughly artistic instrument, having a characteristic tone that
is intensely interesting,
and an action
which satisfies the demands of the per
former.
Nothing finer can be desired than the
‘..’orkmanship and material used in the
case which is unique and chaste in de-

sign.

The piaro stands the

I have

Charlea 4. Ployd

mterurbanrailroad
circles. Promotion seemed to come as
•easily to Mr. Floyd as the grip comes
to aome people. But so well has Mr.
Tloyd received the rewards for his excellent aervices that he has continually
increasedhis large circle of staunch
.friends.

I

tho Denman TbonijisonCompanv playing in “The Old Homestead.”There
was one song that dear old Dtiunun
never miiised hearing— Dick Joeo sing
ing “Silver Threads Among the Gold”.
At every performance, a chair was placed in the wings for Mr. Thompson and
there he would sit and liaten to .Mr.
Jose’s rendition of nts favorite song
and often the tears would roll down
Mr. Thompson’s cheeks, us the sweetvoiced singer rendered the aong. After
Mr. Jose left the companv to strike
out for himself as a star, Mr. Thompson would never alio* the song to be
sung by any other singer in his com
pauv, and he told them all that when
Richard Jose loft him, the song west
with him and he would never consent
to hear anyone aiug it. Through all

-

M.

W

CHA8F.

canceled.

v

A.

way* approved of the skating pond and
they intend to tackle the proposition
again this winter

in,

ffAe

ued hard luck they experiencedlast
winter. They have only been waiting
for the ice to become solid to start the
work. The city did not cure to be too
hasty and build 11 pond before the ice
was solid which might result in the lots
of

The Paige Character
and Value In This Six
The new Paige

life.

This morning Aldermnn Slagh made

-©

—

LAKE SEASON

tests and found that the lake is covered

Yet this seven-passenger Paige Six has every
Paige cars their present leadership.

The definite purpose of Paige officialsin designing and building this car was to make it at
every point a car worthy of the Paige name it
bears — "The Standard of Value and Quality.”
So here you have a Paige miracle — a car
with an overplus of vslue and quality that immediately gives it dominance in the field of
seven-passenger models.
That is because it gives you at $1295 the
beauty, distinctiveness,
the elegance, the comfort, the power, the ease of riding, the simplicity of operation, the flexibility— all the great
qualities that have created Paige prestige and
success.
It gives you at this remarkably low price the
characteristicPaige economy of operation.
It gives you in fact what you have waited
for— a seven passenger Paige Six at $1295
without compromise, from the genuine French
glaze, hand buffed leather of the comfortable
upholstery,and the real Pantasote top, straight
through to every vital element of the car.
Examine it, ride in it — and then consider the
price— $1295.

There are also marvelous values in the
Paige Hollywood "Six-36,” a five passenger Six
at
8

$1095.

WOOLFAN

Th.- seiison's sumiiry of hike traffi.c

weather. The unprofitablevtu-aliou and
excursion trade needed no officialntntis
tics to

have

itself recorded*,

every re-

sort the length of the great inland

waterway proclaimed
With nil

it nil

if* cheering

summer.

summaries of

freight activity, however, the best part

of 191.V* record along the lakes doe*
not show in the reports at nil. It has
been a singularlyfortunate year In the

way of relativefreedom from accident*
and the number of

lives

and ships lost

has been remarkablysmall. The fact

may be borne

in

vmid for reference la

WOLF

IN

THE NEXT COUNTY.

The first wolf to be shot iu Muskegon
count for over a quarter of a century
was brought into the county clerk 's of
lice late yesterday by Andrew, George
and John Ogren of Norton township,
three brothers who brought down the
animal while on a hunting expedition.
Although the wolf is believed by officers
to have been one which escaped from
John Ball park at Grand Rapids, sever
al months ago, there is no question in
their minds but that the wolf has been
causing considerable damage to chickens and other fowls kept on Norton
township farms in recent months. The

ter on when the seamen's law comes up brothers secured a $25 bounty for shoot
for the discussionit is evidently destin- iag the animal.

paper cutters.
Washington, Dei-. JO — Another climax
ed to encounter.The law was not in
THE HAGUE, Dee. 30-The Dutch effect this summer. Let us trust that
in Austro-Americanrelations approachmarine corps, popularry known in the
ed today.
STILL
Austria'seecond note on the Ancona Netherlands ns “Soldiers’ and Sailors' when it inflict* its provisionsupon the
^disaster was scheduledto arrive late Too,” celebrated the 250h anniversary boat managers the shouringf of fatal
EXHIBITION BUILDINGS WILL BB
today or tomorrow. Ambassador Pen- of its formation at Willemsoord on Deities will not be more gruesome than
IN UNSETTLED STATE
field advised the state departmentthat cember 10. Altho the corps has had a
Its deliveryVy the Vienna foreign office history of gallant deeds in every quarter the one now presented— and that the
ALL WEEK.
is imminent.
of the globe, the celebrationwas held statistics about boats in operation will
Officials rewiai'kedyesterday on the , under the cloud of possible disbandGrand Rapids, Dee. 30— Furniture exparallelsituationof Ancona develop- ment, for there is an inclinationin offi- be as gratifying a* those compiled be- hibition building* do not yet look as
ments and the Lusitania case. In Ger- cial circlesto abolish the corps alto- fore it took effect.
though many hundred* of thousands of
many ’s second note regarding the Lusi- gether in the near future, ns its usefuldollars’worth of tine sample furniture
tania, heralded toy the same tension and ness is believed to have disappeared unwould be on the floor* ready for busiIN
gravity that exists today, an arbitra- der modern conditionsof naval warfare.
ness next Monday morning, but the extion suggestion was advanced. Unof- Gradual reduction of the number of ofhibitiors say they will be ready on the
ficial information i« that Austria^ sec- ficers has been going on for some time
dot. Many of the spaces are yet dark,
ond note will also propose arbitration and for several years no appointment
YEAR’S
with the samples still uncrated or in
or submission of the whole matter to a to the commissionedranks have been
bundles.
made. The marines, however, have been COMPULSORY MILITARY SERVICE
special committee.
Less than n (Jozen buyers are here,
It was believed probable yesterday by maintained at a high state of efficiency,
TO BE INAUGURATED BY
hut Hie salesmen arc getting,almost
action would be deferred until the presi- and among the Dutch people they are
numerous enough to be thought buyers
GOVERNMENT.
dent returns Monday. Completerejec- more popular than any other troops.
by those unfamiliar with the crowd.
It was in the days of the famous
tion by Ausria of the American dePeking, Dec. Jti — China is to have The next few days will be exceptionally
mands, however, probably would result Dutch Admiral De Ruyter that the corps compulsorymilitary service. The gov- busy in the eight buildingsand Sunday
In Secretary Lansing going to Hot came into existence. Only two years ernment has announced that coifscrip- will find the show ready for the buyers.
later in 1667, the corps took part in the
Springs foe a eonference.
tion will l.e inaugurated on Jan. 1, ’16.
An attempt by Austria to shift re- Dutch naval raid on Chatham in EngIt will first be put into effect in Chi100 SHIPS
land.
For
two
and
a
half
centuries
since
sponsibilityto the United State* for
Li province,In Which Peking is located,
severance of official relationswas seen their daring exploitshave included the
and Shantung province, which adjoins
SEA ICE
in diplomatic quarter* in the unofficial Spanish war of succession against the
Chi-Li province on the south. Details
French
at
Cadiz;
the
storming
of
Giforecastof her note. It is believedAusBERLIN, Dec. 30— Reports from Cohave not yet been arranged. It also has
tria desiresto plaee this governmentin bralter in Alliance with the British mabeen decided by the general staff to or penhagen say that moro than 100 ships
the position of refnsing friendly arbi- rines in 1704; the capture of Barcelona;
chiefly American,British and French,
ganize an aeroplane corps.
tration or denying further amicable ne- and battle in Spain against the French
have been caught in the ice iti the
at Madrid, Alicante and Saragossa. For
gotiations.
White sea and will have to spend the
GRAND RAPIDS MAN WEDS
State department head* were ready many years they fought in the Dutch
winter there.
POPULAR
HOLLAND
GIRL
yesterday to meet such a diplomatic colonies,suppressing native uprisings,
move. As to an arbitration suggestion and in colonialexpeditions against En- Grand Rapids Herald—
COUGHS AND COLDS ARE DANGEROUS
they were prepared to maintain that gland and France. It was in the latter
Holland, Mich., Dee. 30 — A very pretAustria ’a own admissions the Ancona campaign that the Dutch marines were ty wedding took place last night at the
Pew of m retliie the denfer of Couxh* and
wai deatroyed while innocent noneom- forced to capitulateafter a hard fight at home of Thomas Klomparens,a well
Cold*. We consider them common and harmbatants were still aboard leaves no ar- the Cape of Good Hope in 1806, and known Holland merchant,when his leaa ailmenta. However atatiatica tell ua every
bitrable question.
South Africa thus fell into British daughter, Miss Sara Klomparens and third peraon dlei of a long ailment,bangerhands. Since the beginning of the last George Tinholt of Grand Raplda, wer# oua Bronchialand Lung diaeaaea follow a
neglected cold. Aa your body almgglea
century
except for the Belgian revolu- united in marriageby Rev. Hoeksema againat cold germi. no better aid can be had
Lew Fields in “Old Dutch at the
Apollo Saturday,— Five big aeta. A $2 tion in 1880 the Dutch marines have of Holland. The bride and groom are than Dr. King'a New Diaeorery. It* merit
hat been teeted by old and young. In
Broadway Comedy at popular prices. befp employed solely in navy duty and very popular among the younger set In °"r
4' year*. 0*1 a bottle today. Avoid
colonial wars, but they have scarcely Holland.They will make their home iu the n»lc of tM-riouaLung ailmrnti. I»rug. Matinee 3 and 10c. Evening 10 and 15c.
ever been idle.
—No. I
Grand Rapids.

FURNITURE SHOW
INCOMPLETE

amaxing-

element and feature of quality that has won.

CITY DETECTIVE FORCE STILL
AFTER MEN WHO HELD UP

MUSKEGON STILL
HAS WOLVES

“Six-46'’ tells for the

ly low figure— $1295.

OF
JEWELRY THIEVES

1915

Quality

All

with live inches of good sound ice.
When he reported to Mayor Botch, Mr.
Bosch instructedhim to go ahead and
fix up a first class ^tilting pond. He
also appointed Alderman Singh to take
complete charge of the work as Mr.
the world today “Silver Threads Slagh was the originator of the idea
Among the Gold’’ is without question and he did most of the work in getting
the most popular song of all— fortv things started.
three years ago it first became popuIn front of Harrington’s boat dock,
ular and swept the country, but grad where the pond was last white?, the
ually the old song sank into oblivion. ice is verv rough and it would take
Eighteen years ago, Mr. Jose revived considerable time to fix a good rink
it and with his wonderfulvoice the there now. For the pieseut the city will
grand old aong was born again and rang clear a much larger place where some
through the land even stronger than young people have already made a
ever it did when on Its first wave of pond, in front of the Superior lee Co.
popularity.Since that time “Silver Here the ice is very smooth and in good
Threads Among the Gold” and Richard condition. Work will be commenced toJose have been so closely allied in the day.
hearts of all, that it is but i.aturnl that
"We want to do all we cun to give
a feature film play was producedwith the public fun and pleasure,’' said Mr.
Mr. Jose in the leading role. It is a Slagh, "and *0 well do our best to
story of heart and home with touches keep a skating pond in first class conof nature and a Mending of nnthos dition all winter."
and humor that makes one feel better
for having seen it— pure and moral
both in theme and action.
FIND NO TRACE
Tliin play will be presented at tin
Apollo Monday matinee and evening.
Matinee fi a lid In cents — evenin'? 10
and 15 cents.

THE

Standard of Value a/td

spite of the contin-

The Bush & Lane piano namifactnr indicateswith it* customary barometia * Tin* priliee have tailed to find any
ed here in Holland, is rapidly coming cal .accuracy the movement of general trace of the two men who entered Woolto the front, in the musical world. Wi
trade mid reflect* in strink fashion the fan’s Loan bank, 411 Monroe avenue,
publishedsome time ago, an article
N. W., Tuesday night, held up the pro
telling what Miss Frances Ingram, who force of the impetus that the European prietor, William K. Woolfan, and rifled
recently appearedat Carnegie Audit jr- war has given to American induxtiv. the safe of diamonds, watches and man
ium under the auspices of the Hope
It* total* are notably ahead of those cy to the amount of between $1,500 and
College Lecture Course, had to say in
$2,UOO. The police, lio\\e\ er, have the
regard to the Bush & Lane piano.
of 1914 and compare favorably with the names of two men aside from that of
Holland is very fortunate in having figuresof 1912, before prosperity took 1'atrolmniiHausen, who declare they
manufacture! s of such high standards
were iu the immediateneighborhood of
in their particularline, as the Bush & flight; in fact, they *urpa*» the figure* the place when Woolfan tired at the
Lane Piano Co., for it is known to be of the latter year in two divisions. Cop thieves and that they did not see any
true that a city’s popularity depends
per and wheat have come down the body run away from the place.
very largely upon the popularity of its
William K. Woolfan, however, insists
lake* in phenomenallylarge quantities
products.
Jliat his story of the robbery is the
consigned principally to belligerents correctone, that twp mtn came into his
ORAND HAVEN SAYS 10.000 POPU- presumably.
story of the robbery is the correct one
LATION IN 1916
,that two men came into hi* store, and
It is noticeable, however, that the
while one held him at the point of a
Grind Haven, Dec. 16 — Grand Haven number of passengers carried was far revolver, the other rifled the safe of it*
has set the mark for the year’s growth
below that of other seasons. The fact valuables. He did, however, admit that
at 10,000 population by the end of 1916.
Ihe loss will probably not be so high an
Stirred by the rapid growth and re is attributed to the eliwtlir conditions
at first estimated. Just what has been
marks of Muskegon and her citizens. of a summer, no doubt. Last year peo
taken could not be determined yesterGrand Haven is determinedto show
day,
ns an inventory of the stock had
her neighbor that she too can grow pie stayed home because they felt too
not been completed.
some.
poor to travel much; this rear they
Every member of the detective squad
With every manufacturingplant in
were partly too busy and partly too re- has been assigned to the case, but none
the city enlarging, with a new plant
has vet found anv trace of the robbers.
building, and several new industries luctant to undergo the diicomfort* of
about ready to launch in Grand Haven, journeys on the water in the uninviting
citizens believe is a good reason to
think that the 10,000 mark is not too coldness and dampness of the piwrailing

Benjamin 8. Hanchett, 0. J. Dlekema,
W. H. Beach, Charles A. Floyd and L.
J. Delamater,representing the Orand
Napids, Holland and Chicago railway,
and John F. Collins and B. F. Dobbin,
representingthe Michigan railway,
Tuesday afternoon will execute the for- high.
Grand Haven claims several distinct
mal papers whereby the Michigan railway will take over the Holland interur- advantagesas a manufacturingpoint
over other Lake Michiganports. These
tban under lease.
The old Holland interurban organiza- are outlined in the Grend Haven Grit,
tion. will be preserved in a provisional issued by the Chamber of Commerce.
Grand Haven has a champion grey
form with Charles A. Floyd, L. J. Delameter, John F. Collins and B. F. Dbhbins Iron foundry. The Challenge Machin
as directors. The lease and merger of ery company is putting on a night force
the Holland line with the Michigan in their foundry departmentto take
railway will become effective Jan. 1 and care of the extra demand for their high
the jflan of operation will be announced grade grey iron eastings. Detro t and
Cmnd Rapids factoriesare paying this
at thar. time.
concern a premium over the usual marAUSTRIAN REPLY TO SECOND AN- ket price because of th-? uniform product turned out by tile Challenge com
CONA NOTE EXPECTED IN
pany. Piston ring castings and frames
. 24 HOURS.
for machine tools <omprise the chief
Attempt to Shift Responsibilityfor output of the foundry aside from their
regular line used in the Challenge facOpen Rupture to U. S. Seen By
tory which makes printing presses*and
Diplomats; May Arbitrate

ZEELAND
Mis* Marie (fox, who is taking n
Friday evening, Dec. 31, the member*
course in McLaughlin ’ Business college
of Forest Grove, Y. M. <\ A. will giv*
In Grand Itapids,i* spending a few a banquet in their hall.
days' vacation at the home of Mrs.
The marriage of Dr. M. <\ Dekknr, a
J. Fox.
former Zeeland residentand Miss Ann*
Mr. and Mrs. John J aggers visited in
Dost was performed at the home of tho
Forest Gitove.
bride's Sister,Mrs. J. Van Gelderen,
N. Rynhrandt of Hudson ill© i* still West Centennial avenue.
in a critical condition.
Mr. Henry Wieroenm, proprietor of
New Year’s eve the O.
It i*ket
the WolverineHatehrry, was united in
ball team will leave for Traverse City
marriageto Mis* Emma Van Dyke at
where they play on the evening of Jan.
their future home in New Groningen.

|Hind will be completed.
Mayor Bosch and the council hn' e al

W. E.

Yours truly,

(Signed)

“Silver Threads Among the Gold"
AHEAD WITH WORK.
Richard J. Jose, beloved the world
over needs no introduction. You have Pond, To Accomr..odate Hundreds,Will
heard his sweet sad unusual voice
Be Ready By New Year's Day;
either in person or iu the phonograph
Slagh Has Charge of Work
record. As a child of eight, he was
known as the boy auprunn and startleii
—
London and the principalprovincialcit- i This morning Mayor Nicodomus
lea of England. Hr came to America Bosch gave Alderman Hlagh permission
at the age of ten and from that time ho go ahead and lix up a skating pond
on he toured all over the United States I on Black Lake large enough to nccom
ainl Cnnadn. No singer ever gained iiiodute all lovers of this sport in the
such a hold on the hearts of every one. city. Alderman Singh got busy immo
For eight year* he was a member of diately and by New Year's day the

test of use ard

is certainly the finest upright
ever seen.

•erable importance in

•

done in the rural schoolsof the county
to Improve health conditions.Acting
on the advice of the commissioner,
many of the teachers are taking pains
to improve the ventilationand sanitary
condition of the schools. And while
formerly they often met with opposition
from school boards in .this work, many
a board is swinging around to the new
ways.
In a school house in Jamestown a new
heating plant has been installed, a bubbling drinking fountainreplaces the
old school pump .the walls wave been
redecorated and the most modern system of ventilation has been installed.
Many other schools are making less radical but neverthelesscffectiwe changes.

-

other big step in the well known Holland man 's eventful and very successful career. Starting at the bottom of the ladder for the Holland Interurban company many years ago Mr.
Floyd has gradually been promoted until he now occupies a positionof eonsid-

Evening

As the result of the nnti tiihervulosis
campaign recentlyheld in Ottawa county, School CommissionerN. R. Stanton announces that much work is being

—
LOCAL MAN TO BE SUPERINTEN
DENT OF KALAMAZOO AND

PACE IMVB

At The Apollo Monday Matinee and MAYOR BOSCH. THIS MORNING IN8TRUCTS ALDERMEN TO GO

CommissionerStanton Directs Antl-Tu
berculosisCampalng In the
County Schools.

Will Blom maintained his standing in
ipocket billiards'bv defeatirg Young De
Oro Monday night by a score of 100 to BUSH * LANE 18 PURCHASED BY
87 at the Palace. Both men made MOST PROMINENT MUSICAL AUTHORITY IN THE STATE
•six scratches. Blom Is not yet ploving
in his old-time form. He is showing
lack of practice and in the game tat Melville W. Chase Writes Letter of Endorsement to the Local
night he was hard pressed bv De Oro
Company.
at every stage of the game.

News

City

PAIGE-DETROIT MOTOR CAR

COMPANY

Detroit, Michigan
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KARST0N BROS., ZEELAND
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DIRECTORT
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Holland. Zeeland. West Olive. Hudsonville and East Saugatuck.
IS NOW HEADY FOR THK PHINTER.
In solicitingadvertising space and sales of this

we have attempted to

see

everybody. If you wish

New

space or purchase copies of this directory please drop us
our representative will call on you.

The directory

will be placed in the

3,000
DE

WEERT

-

Directory
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a
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FARMERS.
WIERSEMA

-PUBLISHERS

CO.

-

HOLLAND,

MICHIGAN

DAY

FUR FINE

WHITE

Xl-U-

Kammeraad

Nick

CAUGHT

FOOTWEAR

384 CENTRAL AVENUE

DRY GOODS

anil

SHOES

170 W, 13th STREET

Ajency

and

homes of

CONSCRIPTION
CHINA WILL START

NEW

*

of the

W. L. Douglas Shoe

Patterns. All goods
Repairing Neifly

ud New

Idea.

u; -to-date.

Done.

Fine Line of Suit Casts.

hi

WHAT YOU SAW Of THIS PAPER CHRISTMAS PROGRAM
THIRTY-FIVE YEARS AGO "
WAS GIVEN LAST

PLAYER PIANO,
WALTER
BENCH AND CABMISS
INETTO MATCH WERE MARRIED
MONDAY NIGHT

BEAL

AND

1Y
J

ELOPE

DEFEAT O. A. O. QUINTET BY THE
SJORE OF 24 TO 20— STAR IN

ALMA PURCHASES NEW FHB
TRUCK FOB USB IN ITS FIRS
DEPARTMENT.

FIRST HALF

Mrs. Martha B. West, widow of the'
IN DETROIT BUT
Harman SUgeman, Format Unlvaraity
Allegan banker, who died aiz weeks
Appsanmrs of Bush ft Lane Oscillan HAD THEIR CHRICTMA8 DINAlma, Dec. 30— The city of Alma
CENTRAL
AVENUE
CHURCH
TO
ago, died at her home in Allegan, Tuesof Chicago Star, Faaturas Gama
Enhanced by Having ths Other Two
with a population at the census of 1910
NER
AT
HOME.
HAVE
VERY
FINE
day evening, aged H9 years.
With Basket Shooting.
Productsof Similar Design
of 2700 claims to be the smallestcity in
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Guardus GarvelEXERCISES
and Finish
the state of Michigan to adopt the fire
Friday
the
Mayor
of
Bird
Center
ink, 20(1 West Eleventhstreet, Friday
The
O.
A.
C.’s
were
defeated
Monday
Chicago Musical Times.
truck as a means of fire protection,the
called up his son who is steward at the
The
Central
Avenue
Christian
Re— a daughter.
night by the strong Stegeman Bros.’
city having purchased a combination
Livingston
hotel
in
Grand
Rapids
and
The death of Mrs. Herman Spyker oc- formed church gave a fine Christmas
team . The final score was 24-30. The
Holland, Mich., Dec. 29— Anybody
truck this week, with the unanimous
curred last Friday night after two urogram Monday evening. The program who admires elegance in pianos and said 11 Walter I want you to come Zeelanders appeared on the floor wear- vote of the city council.
home
Christmas
and
take
dinner
with
oral
public
is
also
invited.
The
program
weeks’ illness, on .'tO.'t West Fifteenth
piano products ought to see the Bush &
ing numbers. This met with the approvThis truck was constructed during
follows: Opening number, orchestra; Lane piano in clrcass.an walnut and the mother and I." Walter replied, "Well al of the crowd. At the whistle Meenga
atreet, at the age of 62 years.
the past summer by an Alma company
Gebed en Inleiding,Ds. B. H. Einink; bench and music cabinet to match, all father can Grace come toot"
took center for Zeeland. In a few minas an experiment, and proved highly
"Grace who!" said Peter.
Welcome Speech, Harriet Plaggemars; of which are turned out in the Bush l
THIRTY YEARS AGO
utes time Herman Stegeman caged the
successfulin tests, and occasioned many
"Why,
Grace
is
my
wife
whom
1
first field goal. He followed this with
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. James Kole— a Music, Infant class; Exercise— Stars Lane Piano’s Co’s factory.Veneer of married In Detroit yesterday."
favorable remnrka while on diaplay at
for Jesus, 12 children; solo — Christ is the same figure is used on all thre«
three
others
in
the
first
half.
The
fea1 non.
"By
the
great
horned
spoon j" ture of the game was the basket shoot- the Michigan State Firemen ’s convenBom,
Wilhelmina
Dykstra;
recitation
products— and beautifullyfinished.We
The home of Supervisor and Mrs. J.
tion at Petoakey.
said Peter. But catching himself very
J. Dyke Hi a, corner of lllth atreet and The Christmas Baby, Catharina Relies; can imagine what an artistii;window or quickly, said "By all means, take her ing of Herman Stegeman and the pass
The truck is equipped with one roof
dealer could
work of the Zeeland five. There was ladder, one combinationladder, two
l Central avenue was saddened on Christ- song— Cradled in a Manger, 10 child- music solon display
along, and bless you my children," and
ren; Samenspraak— Kerstfeest,Mary make with these three products.
but one foul called in the first half. The
maa eve by a sudden and unexpected
hand chemical tanks, crowbars, searchOnly by going through the factory that is why Mr. and Mrs. Walter Me first half ended with a score of 7 to 20 lights for basement work, etc. It has
• death. Miss Wilhelmina, the 17-year-old Hob, Reka Brandsma, Anna Van der
Hill; song— Rock the Cradle,Nellie Vcr and seeing the work actually done can Carthy had a delightfulChristmas din- in favor of the Stegeman Brothers.
) daughter, passed away at six o'clock.
room for 1200 feet of water hose, and
Schure, Jeanette De Graaf, Larena one appreciate the careful, durable con- ner at the home of their parents at
The Stegeman team did splendid has a chemical tank with a capacity of
"Bird
Center."
Barcman; piano solo — Christmas Bells, structionof. the minutest part of Bush
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
work. Jim Stegeman played for the 45 gallons,with 200 feet of chemical
Miss Bradwsld is a very fine young
Henry Beltman, one of the pioneers Le De Free; recitation—Christmas A Lane' instruments. In the completed lady and is the daughter of Mr. and Stegeman team, as Manley had not re- hose.
; of Overisel,and for many years com- Cheer, Nina Vander Bie; song, Infant piano, the constructionof many of the Mrs. E. II. Bradwsld, who for some turned from Calumet, Mich., where he
One of the two teams now in use
class; drill, 12 girls; recitation—Ker- parts cannot be see, but that doesn't
is at present playing on the Houghton
misaioner of highwaysof that township
will be placed on road work and the
stlied, Anthony Westerhof;long— Be- make any difference to the Bush & Lane years has been the manager of the Mining College team. Gebhard of Col' died on Saturday at the age of 75 years.
wagon, a combination affair sold. The
hold the King, Double Quartet; exercise Piano Co. They make them aa good as Globe Carving Works of this city.
umbus, Ohio, who is playing on the other wagon and team will be retained
Mrs. George Eastman, the wife of the
The
happy
young
couple
quietly
stole
I well-knownlumberman, died in Grand Christmas, 9 boys; duet— Holy Night, they know how, an) way. The things away to Detroitand unbeknowns to any Ohio state team, also played a good as a aid to the truck.
Minnie Galien, Lena De Haan; reading, that are seen not only are well-made,
game at guard. Herman, who is coach
I Rapids Monday.
The city has a volunteer department
Jeanette Zwemer; song— Come Ye and but nicely finished and it is a pleasing relative# or friends pledged their sol- of the Beloit College team in WisconDied on Monday, Dec. 23, at her home
of a dozen men beaide the chief, which
emn
vows
which
made
them
man
and
Adore, Double Quaret; Slotwoord, Su- sight to look inside of a Bush A Lane
sin,
played
on
the
Chicago
University
' on Thirteenth street, Mrs. Dena Peterhas a record that is claimed to be the
perintendent; Music, Orchestra; Sluit- instrument and see how neatly every wife.
team last year. Wilson and Paul played equal to that of any departmentin the
ion.
enn.
a steady game.
part is made Mr. Walter Lane has the
state.
whole organization impressed with the CAST HAT IN THE RING
The Stegeman Bros, did not fare as
TWENTY YEARS AGO
principlesof quality and thoroughness.
well in the second half ns in the first.
TRIPP OF
The Are alarm Tuesday afternoon
FOR SHERIFF’S OFFICE The O. A. C. came out strong and won
The Bush A Lane Cecilian is in fine
j was caused by n burning chimney at the
demand and its makers have found that
the half by a score of 13 to 8. This
IS
OF
| residence of Mrs. C. Gilmore on 12th
the dealers and public like the expres- Guy Northouse at Jettison. is Looking was not enough, however,to overcome
•treet.
ING
FOR CITY sion huttone with which this placer is
the
lead
which
the
Stegemans’
had,
Longingly at Sheriff’s Job of
Through
of the last legislaequipped. These do not simply soften
and the final score was 24 to 20. The
Ottawa County
ture all plats of real estate named .and
FIFTEEN YEARS AGO
BUYS CHEAP, THE WAY HE DOES the music by throwing the hammer-rail
lineup was as follows:
described in division of lots must be
Taxes were paid into our city treasIN HIS DEPARTMENT STORE
nearer the strings; they operate on a
Zeeland, O. A. C. Stegemans’
Deputy
Sheriff Guy Northouse of Jenexamined by a board comprised of the
urer rapidly this week. After the first
divided air-chestcontrolling the base Ison has announcedhimself as a candi- Den Herder
R F
Herman 8. county clerk, county treasurer,and the
AT ALLEGAN.
day of January there will be added a
and treble and really enable the player date for Ottawa county sheriff. Nort- Romeyn
L. T.
Jim 8.
of probate in the respectivecouncollection fee of three per cent.
Allegan Gazette
to acent any note desired.
C. .. . Wilson 8. judge
house now bear" responsibilityfor the Meenga
ty. All streets leading to, adjacent and
The first fire alarm sounded In this
BurrellTripp as mayor, has saved the
R. G.
Gebhard 8. bordering the plat.
peace of eastern Ottawa county. In the De Pree
city for some time was on last Runday city a great deal of money by his abilL. G.
Paul 8.
recent re-organizatlonin office of Otta- Boone
The first work of this kind coming to
MISSING
sight about fifteen minutes past six. ity to deal with agents and generally to
C.
wa
county’s sheriff the whole eastern Ray Romeyn
Clerk Jacob Glerum, Treasurer Fred
The alarm was caused by a fire in the buy well. He drove a good bargain in
Summary— Field goals: Den Harder Gordon and Judge of Probate E. P.
IN
section of the county is left to the su
•econd story of the old engine house.
buying eement for paving work of 1914
5, Meenga 2, De Pree 1, Boone 1, Herpervisionof the popular Jenison man.
Kirby was that of the Christmas-Gille*
getting it for $1.08 per barrel,and he WAS TRACED BY DETROIT ELKS
Mr. Northouse has been deputy sher- man Stegeman 1, Jim 1, Wilson 1, Geb- land plat in Spring Lake. On Thursday
TEN YEARS AGO.
was shrewd enough to write into the
iff at Jenison for nearly eight years hard 4. Foul goals: Romeyn one out of the board of examiners received the
Mrs. Groenewoud,sister of the wives
THROUGH NOTICES SENT
contract a clause giving the city the
and has served in that capacity under two throws, Meengs one out of one. Ref- drawings of the new plat in Spring
of J and G. Pessink, died very suddenly
OUT.
same price on their 1915 cement.’ The
two sheriffs, n that time he has had a eree, C. De Koster
yesterday morning, at 2 a. m., in a fit.
Lake township and passed favorably
eement manufacturersobjected when
The Zeeland High school Seconds de- upon it.
Wm.
De
Leeuw, of Zeeland, who is a prominent place in the investigationof
they found they must furnish 1915 cefeated
the
O.
A.
C.
Seconds
by
a
score
several important cases and was intrument at the 1914 price, but they had cigar maker by trade and has been mental iu unraveling more than one of 22 to 18. The game was a dose one
1916 BEET PRICE IS
missing since last June has been locatsigned the contract and there was nothHELPbaing mystery. There is perhaps no throughout the whole forty minutes of
FIXED AT $6 PER
ing to do but produce the cement at ed in Detroit. De Leeuw ’s parents other man in Ottawa county who knows play. The O. A. C. team outweighed
.. ING
$1.08 when it was worth $1.20 or more brought the matter to the attention of
the High school team, but the latter
I Contract Price for the Coining Year the per barrel. He also bought steel wire the B. P. O. E. lodge of this city of the eastern townshipsso well as the were more accurate at shooting baskets.
CHRISTMAS GIFTS
which he was a member. The Elks of Jenison deputy and that section of the
at a good figure by just standing up to
Same aa 1915, in Spite of the
The first half ended with a score of 6 8
Holland
immediately sent out circulars county over which he has direct superan agent and telling him to agree to a
PALLS PROM THE PORCH OF
Expected Changes.
vision has universallyendorsed his re with the High school in the lead. The
certain price or let the matter drop. containing a rut and a description of
High school won the second half by a
MAYOR NICODBMUS BOSCH'S
the missing member nnij sent them to tention by the sheriff.
He agreed. Last week the council was
8t. Louis (Mich.) Leader
score of i4 to 12, making the tota'1 numRESIDENCE
1500 lodges about the country. These
General Manager B. C. Hubbard an- about ready to purchase a pulmotor or
ber of pointi 22 to 18. This was a
circulars brought results as the man HOLLAND NOT TROUBLED WITH
nounced last Monday that field repre- lungmotorand the agent was here and
great victory for the H. 8. Sceonds as
Louis Schoon, jr., who came home
had noticed his own likeness iu one
HOBOES THIS WINTER
sentatives of the Holland-Rt. Louis attended the council meeting. He had
the 0. A. C. lineup was practicallythe from the state university to spend the
of
the Detroit lodge rooms and immeSugar Co., have been instructed to the council ready to take the apparatus
same that was defeated by the Hope holidays,is laid up with a broken ankle.
diately corresponded with his parents
make eon' "nets for 1916 on practically and draw him an order for the full
The successfulcrusade against hoboes Reserves by the score of 16 30. Edward Schoon was pressed into service to help
but gave no particularreason why he
the same basis as in 1915, at $6 per amount, $135. The mayor, presiding at
carriedon in Grand Haven has also brot Nederveld refereed the game.
deliver parcel post packagesand while
should have kept himself aloof from
a meeting, suggested to the council that
ten.
good results to Holland. When the
on the home stretch Saturday he fell
his relativeswithout*corresponding or
In fad the contractsare almost dupli- they pass a resolutionauthorizing the
hobo exodus from Grand Haven com- g. j.
from the porch of Mayor Bosch’s home.
I cate* of the 1915 oues and are very mayor and clerk to purchase the lung keeping them in ignorance of his menced the weary wanderers did not
whereabouts.
motor to the best advantageand they
favorable to the growers.
come t<\ Holland. They kept right on
BEING
FIVE DOLLARS FOR CHRISTMAS
- o
going until they were outside of OttaAt the last pay day, Wednesday of did so. When adjournmentwas taken
This Wm Gift Given to Employe! By
last week, checks for something like Mr. Tripp told the agent that the only BOY SCOUTS GET
wa county and now Holland is practi- SUte Paper Say He is the Logical
Donnelly-Kelly Glass Co.
$130,000 were sent out, making with way he could sell the apparatus to-the
cally free of these troublesome and
Man for Republican Party to Nomcity
was
to
leave
it
here
a
year
and
sometimes dangerous knights of the
the previous payment, considerable ovinate for the Office.
The Donnelly-Kelly Glass Co., assured
road. During the past ten days but two
er a quarter of a million dollars paid to :f during the year the iQ' has oci-asiou
their employes a happy Chriatnu* by
the farmers of this immediatevicinity to use it and it works satisfactorily, THE SUM OF $162.50WAS COLLECT- men asked lodging in the city jail and
Hon. Gerrit, J. Dickema is being en- presenting each person who has been
then the city will pay $135 for it within
by the 8t. Louis plant alone.
these1 were not the ordinary run of ho- dorsed by various eommercial and labor
BY MR. CON DE FREE
in their employ a year or more with a
boes but men out of employment. De- organizations throughout the state for
Add to this the large amount paid ten days. He told the agent to leave it
five dollar bill. The employees who had
cember
14
six
were
accommodated
at
out annually for labor by the factory on those conditions or take it away,
Although (Jon De Pree, who is taking
governor, so we note in various state not done a year’s service were not forthat
it
was
an
experiment
with
us
larg
and it foots up to an amount that is
a live interest in Boy Scout work in the jail. This is the nearest the last newspapers. He is the logical man for gotten, but their gift was not so large.
ely, that there are plenty of such things this city, asked for but $5 each from year’s record of any day this season.
auntrising.
the republican party to nominate for
Last winter at this time there was a the office next year because their candiThe plant this year has made a rec- to be had, etc., with the result that the twenty good fellows,he Informed the
LaofhUr Aid* Dl|*tUon
ard, producing more sugar jter day than agent left it here and the council and City News Friday morning that he steady stream of hoboes of all classes date must needs be a man with a clear
Laughteris one of the moit healthful exever before and of a better quality. others are smiling at the way the mayor turned over to Scoutmaster Jacob Van and descriptionentering the city every record and who also possessesthe confirives.
Many days averaged from 190,000 to
Putten, $162.50. He says further to day and at times as many as fifteen dence of the people. The Journal is ertion*; it U of (rest help to digestion. A
more effectualhelp ia a dose of ChamThere are many unusually handsome the editor of the News, that if you were taken care of by the police in a independent in politics, but it predicts still
200.000 pounds of sugar, while the beat
berlain's Tablets. If you should be troubled
with
indigestion give them a trial. They
previous record is said to have been windows in the business section, the could have read the lettersthat came night.
his nomination— and election.— Kent
only cost a quarter.Obtainable everywhere.
beautiful ones of Stein l Griswold be- with some of the $5 checks it would
During the cold days the hoboes go to City Journal.
188.000 pounds.
ing specially attractive ami the Con- have done your soul good." This all the cities where they will be given short
sumers Power company also, with a lot goes to show the spirit of giving Is not jail sentences. They do not like as
MEATS
J* 'DECISIONS IN
of colored lights, but the one that for dead in Holland hut is n live issue more much as a 60 day sentence. They just
WM. VANDER VEER, 152 E. 8th
Enterprising
and artistic arrangementexcels than ever this year. Tfie1 churches are want about ten or fifteen days to rest
IN
BIO CASES clever
Street. For choice steaks, fowls, or
them all is the north window of the doing their best, the Social Service up and get warm. In Holland they
game In season. Citizens Phone 1043
Hardware
Supply
company.
It
is a club have done yoeman’s work. The either get kicked out of the city or are
Hotlce received of the Finding in 8u
representationof a battleshipand the Sunday schools have not been idle. Dif- given a long jail sentence so now they
DE KRAKER & DE KOSTER, dealpreae Court in the Cases of
persons who conceivedthe idea and ferent lodges have put their shoulder to steer clear of this city.
ers in all kinds of fresh and salt
Sarah Newel Morris Atwood
made it is one of no little ability. It is the wheel, employers and employees are
o
worth the glance of the buiiestpeople. remembering one another. Individuals
ATTORNEYS
AND
NOTARIES
meats. Market on River Avenae.
and the Story A Clark
HENRY BEACH OF HAMILTON
O
are doing quiet work in differentdiJAMES
J.
DANHOF
Citizens Phone 1008.
Plano Company.
WAS FOUND DEAD IN OAK
rectionsand now we hear that the boy
LAW
OFFICE
GRUBS
scouts have been liberally dealt with by
Three Christmas presentscame to Pros
3 and 4 Akeley Block, 200 Washingreceiving a donation nearly double the
ecuting Attorney Osterhous Thursday in
DR. N. K. PRINCE
amount asked for. Surely this spirit Was an Old Soldier, and Leaves a Wid- ton St. Office Phone, Bell 463 Grand
the shape of favorable desidsion hand
Veterinary Physicianahd Surgeon
ow; Member of the G. A. R.
Haven, Mich.
of giving Is very much alive.
«d down by the supreme court. In the
Night Calls promptly attended to
first place came the decisionin the case
-o
TravelingForce Sends Messenger At
Holland Mich.
Henry
Beach, a G. A. R. veteran of D1EKEMA, KOLLEN & TEN CATE Phone
of the Story and Clark Piano Co
Hamilton,Michigan,while hunting in
Dinner
Hour
While
Family
against Gerrit J. Hilderink, affirming
_ ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW
|
" * DRY CLEANERS ' " " ’ "
the oak grubs, south of Hamilton, died
Reunion Takes Place
the decision of Judge Cross in favor of
Office over First State Bank. Botli
of
heart
failure sometime during his
The
Holland
Cleaners, 9 East Eighth
the defendant. Thursday afternoon Mr.
hunt. He had left his home Tuesday Phones.
The traveling force, including assistStreet. Citizens phone 1528. Dying,
Osterhous was notified that the highest
Proprietor of Palace Billiard Hall la morning and at night had not yet recleaning, pressing.
court had denied a rehearing in the ap- ant manager and trafficmanager of the
LOUIS H. OSTERHOUS
turned. His wife naturally becoming
Holland
Furnace
Co., at n secret meetPresenting Patrons With Book of
peal case of the people against Morris
worried at his absence, and thinking
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
Atwood and granted a rehearing in the ing appointed Bob De Bruyn, Edgar
Athletic Records.
BANKS
that an accident might have befallen
Landwehr
and
Chris Becker as a comcase of Rarah Newell against the Grand
Practicesin all State and Federal
* ‘
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Trunk Railway.
The Atwood case is the one which has
aroused more than ordinary interestin
Grand Haven. The defendantin this
case was convicted in circuit court by
a jury of manslaughterin connection
with the death of his wife Zelma. The
case was carried to the supreme court
where the verdict of the Ottawa jury
was affirmed Rmedley & Lindsey asked
for a rehearing, which the court has
now denied. Mr. Osterhous prosecuted
Atwood.
The Newell case is a civil damage ac-

mittee to pick out a gift for their genial manager, A. H. Landwehr, for
Christmas.They purchased a beautiful
Masonic watch charm with an eagle
across the face. In the breast of the
eagle is imbedded a beautiful diamond.
The ebarm is for a 32nd degree mason
which degree Mr. Landwehr has attained.

While at dinner at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Kolia Christmas day, when a
family reunion was taking place a messenger boy brought the beautiful gift
with Christmas greetings, which no
doubt made the family spread just that
tion brought by Sarah Newell to recover
because of the death of her husband, much more appreciated.
against the railway company. The husband was killed by a Grand Trunk
locomotivewhile walking along the
right of way between the Ferrysburg
•wing bridge and tne trestle works. David Newell was an employee of the
Pere Marquette, which used the track
under contract. The case was dismissed
by Judge Cross who based his decision
oa a previous ruling of the supreme
eourt in the similar cane The case was
appealad tnd Judge Cross was affirmed.
Mr. Osterhouswho appeared for Mrs.
Newell filed a brief for a rehearing
which has now been granted.

-

o

------------

him, roused the residents of Hamilton,

Chris. Karose, the successfulproprietor of the Palace Billiardhall on East
Eighth street, is handing out to the
patrons of his hall the 1916 edition of
the World’s Annual Sporting Records,
t is a hand pocket size booklet, bearing
the likenessof the donor on the cover
and also containing on an inter page
the picture of Thomas 8. Andrews, the
compiler, who is n sporting writer of

or-

Milwaukee.
Doctors say that Mr. Beach died of
This handy book will prove to be a heart failure and had died several liours
friend to the fans of any sport, as it before being found. The body was
contains the records,both amateur and taken to Hamilton where interment took
professional,in every sport immagina- place.
ble. Cuts of the leaders in the various
Mr. Beach was 75 years of age, was a
sports are sprinkled about this com- soldier, serving during the Civil war.
pendium, with an index in the rear. A He is survived by a widow.
copy of the i^ueensberry rules forms a

BROS.

OF

SAUGATUCK SELL

ER AND SCHOLARS

tude. This booklet is indeed a valuable
addition to any man’s library.

The Sunday school class of Mr. Charles Ash was entertainedat the home of
Berlin Van Dyke on West 16th Street.
Games were played and head prizes
were awarded to Lester Klaasen and

HOLLAND SHOW OPENS
WITH 700 FINE BIRDS

Haven

.

SUNDAY SCHOOL GLASS
WAS ENTERTAINED part of the unlimited information conCHRISTMAS GIFTS WERE EX- tained, even giving in another portion HALVERSON°
the aviation records for speed and altiCHANGED BETWEEN TEACH-

THE FIRST STATE BANK

Court!. Office In Court House
Capital Stock paid In ..........60,000
Grand
Michigan. Surplus and undividedprofits 50,000
ganized to search the surrounding country.
Depositors Security....... ........ 160,000
The party left at 7 o’clock Tuesday
4 per cent interest paid on time
PHYSICIANS AND SVKGEONS deposits.
night equipped with lanterns and at 11
o’clock his body was found lying J. J- Mersen, Corner Tenth and CenExchange on all business centers
among the shrubbery one and one half
tral Ave. Citizens Phone
domestic and foreign.
miles south of Hamilton. His gun was
1416. BeU Phone
G. J Dlskema, Pres.
lying beside him, loaded, but there was
141
J. W. Beardslee. V. P.
no game in the bag.
and a party of about forty was

000

30,-

GALLONS OF CIDER

THE PEOPLES STATE BANK

MUSIC

Capital stock paid in ............ $60,00#
Cook Bros. For the latest Popular Additionalstockholder’s liabilsongs and the beet in the music line
ity ___________
________ _ __
____ ... 60,00#
Citizens phone 1269. 37 East Eighth
Deposit or security...^. .......... 100,00#
Street.
Pays 4 per cent Interest on Savinge
Deposits

LUMBER AND INTERIOR FINISH

DIRECTORS

Scott-LugersLumber Co., 236 River A. Vischer, D. B. Keppel, Daniel Tern
Gate, Geo. P- Hummer, D. P. Yntema*
Street. Citizens phone 1001
J. G. Rutger.

UNDERTAKING
HOLLAND BUYS A GREAT DEAL JOHN S- DYKSTRA, 40 EAST
OF THE APPLE
JUICE.

Saugatuck Commercial-Record—
The success that Halverson Bros, have
Send
attainedin their cider business the

__

____

EIGHTH

Street.Citizens phone
1267-2r.

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES '
FRI8 BOOK STORE
Books, Stationery, Bibles, Newspapers, and Magazines

30

W.

8th

St.

Phone 174#

Lester Essenburg, consolationsgoing to Fanciers from Various Towns
DR. A. LEENHOUT8
DREST’ANBr^UNDIES^
John Van Uil. Christmas gifts were
Fowl to Comparison
EAR— NOSE— and— THROAT
past fall has been exceptionalconsiderDOESBURO,
,H. R., DEALER II*
exchanged between teachers and scholExhibit.
Extend Thanks to The Public lars. ,
Office: Corner of 8th Street and
ing the fact that this was their first
DRUGS, medicine,paints, oils, toilet
season and they were new at the busiDainty refreshments were served and
River Avenue
articles.Imports and domestic
Social Service Society Tells of
When the Holland Poultry and Pet ness.
all had a very good time.
OFFICE
HOURS
cigars. Citizens phone 1291. 32 B.
in Good Fellowship Work
They have capacity of over twice 3 to 5:30 p- m. Daily 7:30 to 9:30
Those present were Chas. Asa, Gerald Stock associationopened its sixteenth
Eighth Street.
Schuurman, John Van Uil, Lester Klaas- annual show ;n the Gardella block last the output they got out the past season
The Holland Rocial Service society dep. m. Tuesday and Saturday
en, Lester Essenburg, Marvin Karsten, Wednesday poultry fanciersfor the first but as it is they produced30,000 galto show its appreciation to the
MISS HELENE PELGR1M
evenings only
Harold De Vries and Berlin Van Dyke. time entered their birds on a comparison lons of eider and could have sold more.
who have aided it in bringing
Teacher of Plano
No
Office
Hours
in
the
morning
or
basis.
There
are
more
than
700
birds
o- — .....
They shipped a good share of this to
cheer to 112 homes. Willing
Cits. Phone 1460
Owes
Her
Good Health to Chamberlain'sentered and altho the number is not as Chicago and sold considerable here the on Sunday.
have made the work pleasant,
large as at sdnie previous exhibitionthe forepart of the season. Later on they
Residence 107 West 12th St.
Tablets.
several Sunday schools,the Elks'
stock is of better quality and competi- ran short of containers for shipping so
and the individualshave made it
•
my food health to Chamberlain'* tion is keen. Judge Wise, Lansing, ar- made a house to house canvas at HolDENTISTS
PLUMBERS AND ROOFERS
’^ible for the society to lend a helping Tableta,” write* Mr*. R. O,. Ntff. Crookiton rived last Wendesday evening and all
land where they sold a large quantity.
Dr.
James
O. Scott
There was abundance of every Ohio. "Two year* ago I wa* an invalid due ribbons were placed by Friday morning.
They plan to buy a dryer for next TYLER VAN LANDEGEND, Dealer
to rtomarh trouble,f took three bottle* of
Dentist
•
and ample provision was made to the«e
tablet* and have •ince been in the beat The prizes include five silver cups and season and will therefore be able to in Windmills. Gasoline Engines.
Honrs: 8 to 12 a. m. 1,10 6 p- m.
j every
.
«t health." Obtainable everywhere.
Pumps
and
Plumbing
Supplies.
Cits
several hundred dollars in cash.
take care of much more busineu.
32 East Eighth
Holland, Mieft
phone 1038. 49 West 8th Street.
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Holland City

AM SHOWN IN THE
POULTRY ASSOCIATION

JTUZE BIRDS

EXHIBIT.

WAS GAS PLANT OUT

MBS. TOMLINSON GOT

Expires J inn rary 8

state or Michigan—Th«

FROM THE
TELEPHONE 00.

OF COMMISSION?

$1,150.00

v

MQC IKVKfk

News
Prstan

Court for ths County of Ottawa

may bt mad* to uid aaatumfnt diatrlrt, im C. L. King A Company and !>oui« J Haslirovamrnt,diagram,|>rollli>and eatimate of rhatt Hr. war* dafandanta. which order was
madr on tha riith day of PertmtivrA. 1>.
coat.
IBUi offer for tala for raah only to tho
RICHARD OVrWRO.
City Clark. higheat bidder al tha Houthaaatcorner of
each
of the following dearrihed lota: Lata
Dated, Holland. UirhlKan. Doc. 13. 1915.
fourteen (14) and aighlaan (IS) of Block O.
Iloaman'aAddition. Lot Sixteen (16) of
Da?. IS ?.VS0)
Block Pour (4) and Lot twenty-four of Modi
PROPOSED LATERAL SEWER
three (3) ot Proapert Park Addition to tha
ng to the
City of Holland. Michigan, arcordini
tgnt, title
Pino Avenue Between Eighth Street Md recorded plat thereof, all of the rt|
erein,and
Ninth Street; end thence weat 800 feet on and interest of C. L. King A Co therein,
all persons are further notifiedthat no Hid
Ninth Street.

Ala session of said Court, held
Darls Was Hurriedly Called to the Gas
Plant to Inspect a Supposed
at tha Probate Olfico in the City of
Christmas Was Last Day of Largest
JURY IN CIRCUIT COURT MADE
Breakdown.
Grand Haven in said County, on
Poultry Show Brer Exhibited In“"
SUCH AWARD AGAINST THE
the 21st day of Dec., A. D. 1915.
When Emory P Davis, manager of the
Holland; Winners from Other
TELEPHONE CO.
Gas Co. came home from Grand Rapids
Cities on Premium Lite
Present: Hon Edward P. Kirby,
Wednesday evening a stoker all blackAfter five days of deliberation the Judge of Probate.
will he entertainedfor such property n-.less it
CITY OK HOLLAND MICHIGAN:—
ened up and out of breath rang the jury gave Mrs. Jeanie Tomlinson of
be for at least the sum of Ooe Hundred
City Clrrk’e Office. Dec. 13. 1UI5.
The Holland Poultry Show exhibIn the matter of the eaUte of
lOG) Dollars for Lot Konrteen (14), Ono
bell of the Davis home on Ninth street Plainwell damages of $1,150.00. She
Notice ie hereby given thet the Curamon
ited the best class of poultry in its
Hundred Twenty-five ( 135
Dollar*
Council of the City of Holland, at e eeeeion
and stated haltingly ,that everythingcharged the Michigan State (Bell) Tele
Cornelia
De
Jongb,
Deceased.
for
lot eighteen (IS), One Hunhistory.The scene of the exhibit on
held Wedneedey, December 1, 1015, adopted | Y”.
had gone wrong down to the gas plant. _hone company with the responsibility
Twenty five ( 135 ) Dollars for
Pieternells De Jongh having filed the following reeolutione:
I? . a
E. 8th street was a busy one. Christinas
lot sixteen (16) and One Hundred Piftr
The flues were stuffed with soot and . the destructionof her stock of milKceolved, that a lateral eewer be constructday was about the only time many of the
(150) dollar* for lot Twenty-four(34), and
in
said
court
her
petition,
praying
besidesthere was a break-downin smijc
in ju|y 1914. The company ad- >n 8a,d
J*1.
’ ^ / .J ed in Pine Avenue from the pn-ient Hener in that the tale of said lots shall be singly and
merchants and laborers can attend,and
of the machinery. With all possible that one 0f tj,eir employes built for license to Hell the interestof said Eighth itrret to a point forty-sevenfeet south not enbloc. and that all bidders will be re*
of the north line of Ninth street;and -.hence
was the blue ribbon day of the haste Mr. Davis hurried to the plant
0f tj,e gt0re she occupied fatale in certain real estate therein west 300 feet on Ninth street;and that said quited to deposit with said Receiver on or
before the dav of sal" the sum of twenty fir*
..i
IsLral sewer be laid at a depth and grade (25) dollars for each lot upon wnleh they
The cups which have been on exhi- but instead of soot and broken down but thev (jcnie(ithat the bonfire set Are (je8cribed
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,

Christmas

'

end of the dimensions prescribed in ti n dia- proposed to hid as a guaranty that such bid*
bition in the window of the Van Ark W^wH^ChrUtmasbells^nd
plan and profile and In the manner reflat* L »» Ordered. That the 17th day gram
der will accept and pay for the property
quired by the speciflretions
for same, provis- struck off to Him to be applied upon the hid
Furniture store for several days, have
trees
everywhere
profusion ' jron.' They also charged her with con- of Jan.. A. !)• 19 111, at ten 0 clock ionally adopted oy the Common Council of If the property be struck off and to bo rebeen awarded to the various winners as
city of Holland, December 1, 1015. and turned to the depositor if the property is n*t
and around this banquet table trlbutory negligence,if the bonfire de- in the forenoon, at said probate of- 1^1
follows: the $50 cup for the best pen in
now on file in the office of the Clerk, thel the struck off to him.
all the employes of both the Zeclnnd ! 9troVe,| her stock, in having her doors
cost
and oxpenae of constructingsuch lateral
fice, he and is hereby appointedfor
the show won by Fred E Taylor of HoiDated this fith day of December, A. D.
and Holland plants. That
1 and* windows' open so that the sparks
sewer be naid partlyfrom the general sewer 1915.
iand; the Holland Druggists’ Cup, on
was surprised goes without saying and could get into set her goods on fire. The hearing said petition, and that all fund of said city and partly by specialassess1IKNRY I’KLGRIM,
the Mediteranean class, won by R. after sitting down to a sumptuous rement upon lands, lots, and premises of private
Receiver of 0. L. King l C*.
jury
found
first that the company was persons interested in said estate ap- property owners abutting upon said <>|rt of
Christophel of the Pine Bay Poultry
pist, Mr. Rickard Brown rose and in Idamable for the destructionof the mil- pear before said court, at said time Pine Avenue and of Ninth street and being
farm; the Holland Dentists and Physi(Expires Jin. 15)
prists little speech presented linery stock, and second that she was
to said lateral sewer, and such oth
and place, to show cause why a li- adjacent
NOTICE
cians’ cup on the American class, won
er lands, lots and premisesas hereinafter
X with a fine seal skin i-ap ns not guilty of contributory negligence.
NOTICE
IH
HKRKHY GIVEN (hat by vir•by Fred E. Taylor; the Holland Mer- a token of the esteem in which they
cense to sell the interest of said es- required and siterifled,assessed according to tue of a writ of fieri facial dated November
Mrs. Tomlinson sued for $2,248. The
the estimated benefitsthereto determinedas
chants’ cup oh the French and Polish
hold the manager. Mr. Dsvls in re- jury deducted a few items and then tate in said real estate should not fnllow. ' Total evtimsted cost of lateral sewor, 19,1913 Issued out of the Circuit Court for
the County of Ollswa In favor of Fanny
-class, won by James J. De Koster of
$505.91.
sponse told the employees of how pleas gave her fifty per cent of her claim. be granted,
Amount to be raised by special assessment l,own ngslnst the goods and chattel*and real
Holland; tho H. Van Tongeren and SueJ he was with this reception given Neither she nor her attorney were satisestate of John G. Kemps In said county to
h is Further Ordered, That pub- an private propertyvrtording to estimated me directed and delivered.I did on the 24th
perior Cigar Co. cup, on the Bantam
him, now for the second time.
bei.-btsreceived, f-iad OS.
fied with the verdict,and neither was
class won by George Tubbergen of HoiAmount to be paid from generalsewer day of November. 1915, levy upon and take
One thing is significant, said Mr. Da- the telephone company, and its lawyer, blic notice thereof be given by pubrithl. title and Internal of the aald
fund, $71.. '.V
'
vis. and that is that the manager is Ethol Stone, though it strikesthe lay- lication of a copy of this order for
. Kamps in and to the following do*
That the lands, lo<- ami premises'.pon
A prize of $2.50 given by the Poultry satisfiedwith the employees and the
real estate, that is to say all thoao
man that they should be satisfied.There three successive weeks previous to which said specialassessmentsshall be scribed
rerlain pieces or parcels of land situated in
associationwas won by R. Van Dyke of employees apparently are with the
are few people familiar with the condi- said dav of hearing, in the Holland levied, shall include all th*< private lands, the Township and City of Holland and which
lots and nremiau*lying wiinln the .jMcial
Holland.
manager. This is self-evident,said
are described as follows:
The list of premiums has also been Mr. Davis as the same faces that sur- tion who do not think the company at City News, a newspaper printed and asse-snenl districtdesignated by • reu line
A psrcel of land situated in the Township
in the diagram and plat of said distr « t by
fault
and
responsible
for
the
loss.
If
of Holland. Ottawa County, Mich, and demade out, the differentawards being rounded the briquet table last your
the Common Council, in connection wuh the
circulated in said county.
they
are
they
would
better
accept
the
scribed as bounded by a line commencing on
made as follows: On the Buff Bocks, are present again this year, not. one
construction of the «*id sewer, al' o' which
he south margin lln - of the highway known
Judge of Probate private lots, lands and promts"* lm«b> a*- Lake street running »asl and west through
A. 8. Moore of Holland, B. L. Boland missing. The only added guest being verdict, pay the damages, and be done (A true copy)
with
it. Probably they will appeal from
designated
and
declared
to
constitute
n
»pr
of Kalamazoo; Barred Rocks, Arthur Mrs. Davis, who followed her husband
the northwest qusrti-r of the soulhwesi quarJudge of Probate.
rial sewer districtfor the purpose of siuclal ter of Herlion thirty flee (flfi) Township flvt
the finding. They have the lawyers and
J. Wood, of Middleville,John Stoel of
assessment, to defray that part of tl.c rosl (M north of ran** sixteen (16) west, and nt
to the works being a speciallyinvited they may as well give them something
Orrie Sluiter,
Holland; Light Brehmens, George W.
quest.
to do, is probably the way they, like
«»••>
Bocks of Holland; Partridge Rocks, H.
rest from th, wr*t llnr of seld norlhwret
Miss Anna Cook, book-keeper at the
strevt in lh«* manner hereinbefore set forth murtrr of th<> smith <r*--tonartcr of <•*•tlon
Becker of Holland; Buff Orphingtons, Zeeland limit and Miss Laura Knooi- many other great corporations,make
and a* heretofore deb rmined by th" lom thirl) five (3.5); runningtsenre rest on the
R. Van Dyke of Holland, John A. huizen of the Holland Co. were also re- their plans and decisions. Mr. Stone
mon Council, said district to be known and south mirgin line ot Raid Lake .Greet,one
, Expires Jan. 15
said that in all probabilitythe case will
resignated •'I’lne Avenue and West Ninth hundred thirty-two (133) feet; thmc« south
Hartgerinkof Zeeland; Anconas, A. R. membered. Each were given a fine pair
Special Hewer Assesvmmt District. one hundred sixty five (165) feet; thence
Van Raalte of Holland, George Tub of gloves for which tbey appropriately be taken to supreme court. On the oth STATE OF MICHlGAN-The Probat. .Street
Resolvedfurther, that the City Clerk be west tiarallrl with the south margin line of
Court for the County of Ottawa.
bergen, Holland, William Dinkeloo thanked the members of the Zeeland er hand, Mrs. Tomlinson ought not to
Inxtrurtedto give notice of thy propoira con- said Like atreet. one hundred thirty-tva
feel bad over the verdict. $1,000 will
structionof said lateral sewtr and of the spe- (133) feet; thenre north one hundred slatyHolland; Red Caps and Black Langand Holland gas forces.
buy a pretty fine stock of millineryand In the matter of the estate of
cial assessment* to be made to defray part of live (165) feet to the point of beginning.
;shans, M. Lookerse,Zeeland; Single
The Kelsey-Brewer fo., of Grand Rap- hers must have been an extraordinary
Also an Intrrextas vendee under eontrset
Cummincs Brown Mark- the expenseof -onstrueting such *ew»r. ar
‘Comb White Leghorns, R. Christophel ids who own. the Holland plant sent a
rording to diagram, plan and estimate on file in and to the east half nf lot neven (7) end
*
Pine Bav Poultry\ Farm, and the D£ box of 25c cigars with Christmas greet- store to have held a $2,000 stock. The
in the office of the City Clerk, and of the the west half of lot eight (S), except the
Cook millinerybusiness-goodwill, pa ham. deceased,
districtto be assessed therefore,by publica- east twelvt.(13) feet In Block thirl) seven
Vries Leghorn Farm of Zeeland; Buff
ings. The smokes were passed around tronage, full stock, ami everything
Notice is hereby given that four month* tion in the Holland Cit) News for two week, (37) in the city of Holland
Leghorns,J. A. Hartgerink, Zeeland; to the men while the ladies did justice
All of whirh I hall expuii for aste at (mb*
it— sold in Allegan recently for $1200. from the 24th day of December A D. and that Wednesday. January 5. 191A, at
Brown Leghorns, J. J. De Koster, of
o'clock P. M., be and is hereby determ- Ur auction or vendue
idur
due to the
tW klgl.i
highest bidder at
to the' bon
^
A pretty wise head, commenting in the 1915, have been allowed for creditors to 7:30
ined
as
the
time
when
the
Common
Council
the north front door of the Court Houee la
Holland; Single Comb Rhode Island Paul Coster was on hand to take a court house Wednesday, said the Cook present their claims against said deceased
andthe
Board
of Public Works will meet at the Cltv of Grand Haven in said County on
Reds, Casper Belt, Holland, Gerrit Ter
inap-bhot of the party, while at dinner, business was worth two ordinary millln- to said court for examination and
.the Cninril Rooms to consider any sugges the ISih day of Jano-ry, A. D. 1914, at three
Vree, Holland; Rosecomb Rhode Island
the same as he did last year and it is a ery stocks and the Tomlinson stock ment, and that all creditors of said de- tions or objertions that may be made to the o rloek In the afternoon.
construction of said sewer, to said asvesa- Dated the 34th day of November.A. D. 1911.
Reds, A. J. Klomparens, Hamilton, Jaco-incidencethat with the exception of thrown in. He might not have known ceased are required to present their claims
and assessmentdlstric*, and to said
HANH DYKHUI8.
cob Steketee, Holland; white Wyan Mrs. Davis, who was an added guest, the real value of the latter, however. It to said court, at the probate office, tn the ments,
diagram,plan, plat and estimate.
dotts, F. C. Taylor, Holland; White
RICHARD OVKKWKO.
Diekrma.Kollen k Ten Cate,
all the faces were the same and are was a long-drawn-out case and not at all City of Grand Haven, in said County on
Attorneys
Rocks, R. De Maat, Holland, William practicallysitting in the same place as
City Clerk.
pleasant for Mrs. Tomlinson She was or before the 24th day of April. A. U.
Business
__
D. Van Loo, Zeeland, Jacob Yonker
in the picture taken a year ago
cross-examined eight hourfi, a pretty WK>, and that said clatmi will be heard y
Holland, Michigan,
Holland; Bantams and Ducks, Martin
1 said court on the 24th day of Apnl, A. D.
(Expires
Mar.
5)
*
0
tiresome experience. She probably nev ----• Tubbergen, Holland. A special prize
MORTGAGE SALE
MORTGAGE BALI
er had to work that long to sell a hat, 1916, at ten o'clock in the ‘orcno0^
on the best display was won by Casper
HKREAS, default has been made in ths
WHEREAS
default
has
•
een
made
in
the
Dated December 24th A. D., 1915.
altho she may have worked parts of
conditions of payment of the money eecurM
rondition of payment of the money secured
Belt.
several days on one customer and then
KIRBY.
by s mortgage dated the IHth day of Mar-’h.
-olost the verdict.
K. D. I90o executed by Psul Hcighuiaand
Judge of Probate.
Pu,UB> wife, of the CUv
Kilkc Hcrghuii, his wife of the Township of
Two local boys went abroad to the
Tho Telephone Co. will fight the find
of
Holland,
Ottawa County, Michigan, both of of Hollaed, County of Ottawa
North Side in search of Bunnies, the ing hard, because if they must pay for
whom are now deceased, to CorneliusRin Michigan, to Kate Felker, of the City sf gL
other day, and promised to bag one the loss of the Tomlinson property they
Louie,
Htate
of
Mlseouri,
which
said
mortmersma of the same town-,hi|>. county and
Expirea Jan. 1
state, also deceased, whirh said mortgagewas gage was recorded In the office of the Rsgts*
before they returned.They did, too. must also pay for the damages done to
Omul Haven Butcher Goes Turkey Listen to their story.
ver 01
of needs
Deed# of the county
county of
recorded in the office of the registerof deeds tsr
the building which amounted to several 3*j*ATE OF MICHIGAN— Tha Probat* of Ottawa County Michigan on the 29th d«) Ottawa. Htate
Michigan.
-Jm
Hunting When Fowls Break Their
After tramping and tramping, one of hundred dollars.The building belonged | ^ourt for tho County of Ottawa.
of March, A. D. 1909 in Llbcy M9 of Mort Liber 63 of mortgageson pages 600, on Iks
A. D..
1901 at 1:00
them finally discoveredsome rabbit to Carl Williams and he of course will
ages on Page 500; and vhirh mortgagewas Twelfth day of April,
Pens and Boar Skyward, Not
.......
........
.00 P.
the matter of th* MUU of
luly assigned by an assignmentin writing M.. sod
tracks in the snow. Immediatelytheir await the decisionof the Tomlinson suit .
.. T. j* napA-and
In Pries, But in Reality
dated the 3rd day of December, 1915 b)
WHKRKAH,
the amount now elelmod to bo
keen hunters’ instincttold them that m|h great intereet. The telephone com- U°l>n H. Hsrdin Deceased.
Fanna Kiemersraa and John Kiemersroa, -ae- due on laid mortgage at the date of this
fate was playing with them. Swiftly pany will probably, try to effect a
Grand Haven Tribune—
Notice is hereby given that four rators of the estate of Cornelius Riemersms. notice ie the sum of Thirteen Hundred Fifty
deceased, to Cornelius Riemersms, Jr„ of said and no one-lOOthe dollars ($1550.00), of
Peter Sluiter,4th atreet meat mer but cautiously,they covered the groqnd
and state, and which assignmento' principaland interest,and the Attorneyfoe
-nth. front the 8th d.y of Dec county
chant, made a trip into the country this In search of the Bunny, who was busi- rr,oWdoh
mortgage was re'-ordedin the office of th,- in the sum of Thirty ($30.00)dollara,proweek to round up enough turkeys for ly making the tracks.
supreme court with the Tomlinsonver- A. D. 1915, have been allowed for register of deeds of Ottawa County, Michi- vided for in said mortgage and by aUtut*.
Suddenly through the underbrush, dict with hope of disproving their re- creditors to present their claims gan. on the 6th day of December, A. J>. and the whole amount claimed to be due end
the Chriatmas dinner rush. Mr. Sluiter
1015 in Lii-er 97 of Mortrages on page 227; unpaid on said mortgage,ia the auni of
acoured the country in the neighborhood one of them spied a gray little cotton sponsibility for the fire. It i* not at all against said deceased to said coon
AVI) WHEREAS, the am-nirt due and mi Thirteen Hundred Eighty ($1560.00) dollars,
paid on said mortgageis the entire urinclpa, and
of Coopersvillefor the kingly birds and tail and froze in his tracks. Laying a improbable that Mr. Williams provided
__
____
suit or proceeding having been
Institst*
for
examination
and
adjustment
sum named in said mortgage, vix. $1285.00
returned with a big flock of the origin- stern hand on the shoulder of his com- his share of the money with which to
and
that
all creditors of said deceaa ..o, **»»•* »<
panion,
he
whispered
in
his
ear,
“We
.r,v.Tr/
al American fowl in his motor car. He
try the Tomlinson case.
ed are required to present then day and date $17.5.5 85. together with an
purchased the birds live weight on the have a better chance to bag him from
said mortgage ha* become operative.
behind the tree than
letting Notlcexto Taxpayers of Fillmore Twp claims to said court, at the probate attorney fee of $35.00 providedfor in said
hoof, however, and took them to his es
NOW THEREFORE, notice Ie hereby gif*
fly with our shotguns. You lay low I will be at the following places during T a'" in lhe (v,tv 0f Grand Haven mortgage and by the statute* of the Htate, en that by virtue of the said power of eal*^
tablishment in this city in their cage.
and no xuit or proreeding having been inThere might have been no break in with your gun and I’ll crawl up behind
stituted at law or in equity Ir recover tin and in pursuance of the statute In auch cas*
eaid County on or before the 8th debt now remaiaincsecured by raid mort made and provided, the eaid mortgage will
the monotony of the shortening career him. Whatever you do, don’t make a
or any jiart thereof,and the power of be foreclosedby a sale of the premises there*
and gage
of the birds, had some of them not been sound.” He then began to stalk his Pelon, 22; Graafschap, 23; East Snug day of April, A. U*
in described,at public auction, to the hi
ale rontainra in
bidder, at the North front door of
seized with the longing to again stretch unsuspecting quarry with blood in his atuck, Jan. 3; Fillmore,Jan. 4; Pelon, Lfiat said claims will he heard
operative
NOW THEREFORE, notice la hereby giver, House in the City of Grand
their wings in the freedom of the open. eve. Once a twig snapped under his Jan. 5; Graafschap, Jan. 8.
said court on the 8th day of Apri
that by virtue of the laid power of sale and county of Ottawa, Hta^^^^|(i(
The long crys from their ancestors of foot, and he though it was all over, but
HENRY GEURINK,
the F
day
A.
D.
1916,
at
ten
o’clock
in
the i* pursuance of the statutein such cas- madi
not
a
move
did
the
Bunny
make,
so
he
Puritan days came back to them, and
Treasurer.
and provided, the said mortgage will b-- February, A. D„ JjBPfTj :00 o’clock In,
foreclosedby sale of the premises 'herein de afternoon of thafffay; whirh eaid pr
o
began again.
forenoon.
one flock broke its cage and escaped.
scribed,at publir auction to the highest bid are described said mortgage aa fo
When he had reached the tree that
When the butcher’s attention was
Dated Deo. 8th, A. D. 191.)*
der at the north front door of the court towit: The^Jpowing describedlao4
Expires
Jan15
stood
between
him
and
his
game,
he
called In the dark hours his Christmas
house in the City of Grand Haven, in xaiil premisg^RffiBied |n the City of
EDWARD P. KIRBY.
rounty of Ottawa and Htate of Michigan, on
turkeys, which were intended for oyster slowly deposited his gun on the ground STATE OF MICHIGAN— THE
Pro
Ottawa and Htate of Mirhl
Judge of Probata
the flth day of March. A. L. 1916. at three
of the South half (8
stuffingand cranberry sauce, were gab- and opening his hands wide, he sprang
Sate Court for tho County of Ot
o'clock In the afternoon of that day which
Numbered one (1) in Block N$
bling in the joy of their freedom. The around the tree and pounced upon the
t|wa
said pnmisea are described in raid mortgage
Hrly-.One (31). In said City of Ho
birds to escape the menace of human undisturbed prey with a triumphant yell
as follows
WEBT
In the matter of the estate of
ling
to recorded plat of said cit
PROPOSED IMPROVEMENT OF
A parcel of lend situated in the township
hands had exercisedthe instinct of their only to find that he was clutching a
recordedin the office of tht
EIGHTEENTH
STREET
of
Holland.
County
of
Ottawa
and
Htate
of
Albert Karsten, Deemed.
Deed* of Ottawa County, Ml<
dead ancestors and taken refuge on the dead rabbit, evidently departed for
Michigan describeda* follows: The south ether with all tenement heredlt
Notice Is h*>«br given that four month*
forty (40) acres of lot seven (7) Cedar ppurtenancesthereunto belongit
highest peak of the barn. It was then some time.
is hercbv givuit that a meetingof
Hu amp excepting the following: About two
That ended the hunt for them and from the 24th day of Dec., A. D. 1915, theVntir,,
that the pioneer blood came surging
Dater this 17th day of Noveml
Common Council of the City of Hj»*n<j; (?) acres in the northwest corner, about one
they
were
even
so
listless
on
leaving
as
hav* been allowedfor creditors to pr*Mut held Wednesday.December 1.1915. the fol and one-third (1 1-3) acres in the southeast
thru the veins -of the human also, and
KATE
neglect to carry their booty with their claims againstSaid deceased to sale lowing resolution*were adopted
corr.erand a small piece near the southwest
seeking his trusty shot gun, he stalked
Chas. H. McBride.
court for examination and adjustment
corner,
the
same
being
one
hundrey
sixty
them.
the turks, bringing down two, which
Attorneyfor Mortgager.
and that all creditor* of aald deceased ar,
(160) feet north and south and seventv (70)
BusinessAddress
had roosted safely beyond the reach of
required to present their claims to saM
feet east and west. All according to tho reHolland, Michigan
hands. The runaways are now roosting,
con' ed map of said Cedar Hwamp Village on
court, at th* Probate Offle# In th# city o*
YIELD IN
work is record in the office of the Register of Deed*
Grand Haven. In said oounty. on or *white and still, on the butcher’s racks.
lhro„lh
for said Ottawa County.
(Expire* Feb 12, 1916)
IN
4>
fore th, 24U. <UT of April, A.
ol’« J !«« ”(
CORNELIUS RIEMER8MA.JR
MORTGAGE SALE
said
Eighteenth
Street
be
covered
with
grave
Assignei
o.'
M
irtacee.
and that aald alatma will b* heard br «Jd | ,»Id EighteenthStreet
GEO.
GIVES
WHEREAS, default ha* been made
to s uniform thickness of eight Inches th»t Diekema, Kollen A Ten Cate,
This Year’* Crop Will Have About the court on the 24th day of April, A. D. the grovel be graded in *iie from 4-inch cobconditions of payment of the money
Attorneys for Assignee.
by a mortgage, dated the Ninth day oil
Bams Money Value as Last
Business
Address
1916, *t ten o'clock in the forenoon.
A. D., IDUtf, executed by Mariuus VauP
Holland, Mickigan.
Year'* Crop.
and Mary Van Fatten, his wife, of the
Dated December 24tb, A. D. 1915.
THE
COLONY IB A
Holland,
of Oltaw*
BDWARD
P.
KIRBY,
Htate of Michigan, to* Blanch
MOTH HAPPY FAMILY
nroarhex
of said xtreet.xaid
Expires Jan. 1
According to the government’sfinal
proarhes in
.~ said
---- portion
r- a
necessary
Landon,of the City of Kansaa City, Stats
Judge of Probate.
imnrovement being considered
TODAY.
crop report, recently issued, Michigan
nubile improvement;that such grading, itrav- STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate Court j Missouri, which aald mortgage waa r«
this year produced 20,945,000bushels of
liin* end improvingbe done in accordance
for the County of
in the office of the Register of Deeds of tha
BesiAys remembering several of his potatoes,which were worth at the time,
rams and pr
At a session of said rourt, held at the I County of Ottawa, Htate of Michigan,in
Expires Jan. 1
tngineer and ProbateOffice in the City of Grand Haven I Liber 76 of mortgageson page 315, on the
the City
City E
Englni
friendvin Holland, George Getz has not the buletin was published, 56 cents a
prepared by the
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Pro* work,
of. the City Clerk;
now on file in the office oMhe
forgoHen his large family, as he calls bushel. The potato production for this
»' '“’c
“ S:M
bate Court for the County of Ot- that the cost and expenseof such work ana in «aid county, od tho 15th day
themAt Lakewood.
improvement, with the necessarycurbing, December, A* I)
state in 1914 was 44,000,000 slightly
I
WHEREAS,
the amount now claim d to
tawa.
Fpday a- large Christmastree was more than twice this year’s yeild. But
gutters,man holes, catch -basin*and approachbe due on said mortgageat the date of this
At a aessiofiof aald Court, held is. as aforesaid be paid partly from the Gen^ Present, Hon. Edward P. Kirby, Judge j noljp|, j, the gIlin 0f „nr Thousand Eighty*
ertAed and at night the children and the 1914 crop sold for 33 cents a bushProbate.
ernl Street Fund of the c ty, and partly by
and 40-100ths($1097.40)Dollars, of
at
Probate
Office
In
the
City
of
Grand
wi^es and emplovees of Lakewood farm el. With potatoes at from 60 to 65
In the matter of ' the estate of Hevcn
special assessment upon the lands, lot* and
principal and interest,and the Attorneyfeo
red
genuine old-fashioned cents, this year’s crop will have about [a ven in said County, on the 13th premises shutting upon that part of 18th Ht.
Goorce E. Mohr, Deceased,
,n the ,"ni of Thirty five ($35.00) doiiara,
between the r**t line of Van Raalte Avenue
1 provided fur in said mortgageand by atatuta.
jristmas at the home of Mr. Getz.
the same money value as the crop a
ay of December, A. D. 1915.
and the west line of line of the present pavHilda O’Connell having filed in
Whole amount claimed to b* due and
Friday morning the whole-souledSan* year ago. Should the price go to 75c
in First avenue as follows:-Present: Hon. Edward P. Klrb) ingTotal
Claus distributed$650 in gold to the or higher, the latest crop will be a
estimsted cost of grading, graveling said court her petition praying that
Hundred1 a^rlt wte-TVo'Vnd*40- 100
and improvement,including cost of surveys,
ferent employeeson tlje farm. Be* much more valuable one to the farmers, Judge of Probate.
plans, assessment,and cost of construction,is the administrationfor the State ofn*11.22^0)dollars,*nd no suit or proceed*» . .
__ , i|lng having hem institutedat law to recover
ides several hundred jpunds of Gil- although only half a normal crop.
In the matter of the estate of
$3,606.76 that the entire amount of $.1,600. . lichlgan, Ol saiQ estate ne granted I the debt now remaining secured by said mortt’s Chocolates.
Sophroma A. Wright, decaaaeri.
to Henry R. Van Eyck or some
leVF
In speaking to Mr. Gefc
Friday mom
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TWO LOCAL BOYS
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having been informedby one of
Wgil
j employees, about tbu
gifts -Mr. Getz
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lose things and
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ZEELAND BANKRUPT
HAS NOTHING LEFT

Fred Wright having

filed

in

B

«

K

eaid X “lL,r ’Sf

In the matter of James Vetger, hank
and rupt, Zeeland, the first meeting of the certain
that creditors was held and it appeared from
cted
it

<

"

*a4

KJ

,

I

• persou,
i
i

suitable
r.
It is

j eri

.

,

other
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s/-t*L /!«.,

Ordered, 1 hat the lUth day
Jannarv.
I) 1910
.January, a. u.
ijiu, at ten

J^i^teachingmy

ithem

.

real estate therein described,

I

*•

A

P»^ from

"the General street Fund of the
city; that the land*, lot* and premises upon O clock in the forenoon, at

I
I

“iff

operative.

THEREFORE,

notice is hereby given

that by virtue of the said power of sale,
’ind
i,ur',"»nf*
statute In auch
ca*«
rotd,luand
J(rovidcdi ,he
W1„
te

ot „id

at

said prohereby appoin-

for-'clored
by a sale of the prernUwttherein
described, at public auction, to the highest
bidder, at the North front door of tho Court
the bankrupt’s examination that there
Hou«e in the City of Grand Haven in aaid
County of Ottawa.State of Michigan, en the
were no assets in the estate not claimed
It
ie
Further
Ordered,
That
Public
Notice
the forenoon at eaid probate office be
Fourteenth dey of February, A. D., 1916 at
exempt and no trustee was appointed
thereof be given by publicationof a 2:00 o'clock in the afternoon of that day;
copy of this order for three tureexsive which said premisesare described in said
There will be no dividends for creditors and ia hereby appointed for bearing
d„ign*ted snd declared to constitute a weeks previous to said day of hearing in mortgage as follows, towit: The following
and the estate will be closed at the ex- said petition,and tnit all persons
the Holland City News, a newspapersprinted
described land and | remixes, situated in tho
pirationof time for confirmationof the tereated in eaid estate appear before
and circulated in said county.
City of Holland, County of Ottawa and State
j_s -. JB|h |(rMt („ the manner
EDWARD P. KIRBY,
bankrupt ’s exemptions.
of Michigan, vix:
said court, at said time and place, to proving i'»rt of .
Judge
of
Probate.
hereinbefore set forth, said distrirt to be
All of the West Sixteen (W. 16) feet *#
show cause why a license to sell the | ||"”n ;nd dPlian,tPd the "Eighteenth (A True Copy)
Lot Numbered Forty-One(41), and all of the
Orrie Sluiter
2"
East
Fourteen (E. 14) feet of Lot Numbered
interest of said estate in said real es- Bpena^Htreet Aajmment District,
V. J.
Register of Probate.
Forty-Two (42) of Vanden Dosih'e Subdivo
tate should nothe granted
Resolved. That the profile, diagram, plats,
ision of Lots Two (2), Three (3), and Four
£14
1IW..4V.. rtwlAMjl That nnhllr plara and estimate of coat of the proposed
Expire* Jsn. 1, 1915)
(4) of Block "R ”, of Plat of Van Den
RECEIVER'S SALE
Bosch's Subdivision,according to the recorded plat thereof,on record in (he office of th*
v. J. Robherti who was pastor of
Raalte Avenue and the West line of the pre*
of a copy of this order, for three
Nou.e is hereby given that I, Henry Pel- Register of Dead* of Ottawa County, Michient Paving in First Avenue,be depoxited in
Christian Reformed church at East
eeaaive weeks pmkroa to eaid dayf ol the office of the Clerk far public examination grim, Receiver of C. L. King A Co* a rorpor gan, together with all tenements,hereditafdr some time, hut who resigned
ation with principal office and plwce ol bus: ment* and appurtensnerathereuntobelonghearing* In the BnUand City Newt • and that the clerk be inetructedto giro notice nea* in the 'City of Holland. County of OtU ing.
t two years ago because of illthereof, of the proposed improvement and
newspaper printed*end circulated in of the districtto be assessed therefor,
Dated this Seventeenth day of Novamlrar
ws, and State Mlchlgt n will on the 10th day
Hta, has so far recovered that 1
A. D..
*
publishing notiee of the same for two weeks, of January A. D. 1916, at the hour of ten
again enter the active ministry Mid county.
o'clock in the forenoon pursuant to an order
BLANCH
A. LANDON,!
snd
that
Wednesday,
the
fifth
day
of
January,
P. KIRBY,
of the DistrictCourt of the United States for Cha*. H. McBride,
i has accepted the call extended to
1916. at 7:30 o'clockp. m•
Attorneyfor Mortgagee.
(A true
Jod*e of Probate hereby determinedas the time Vhen the the Western District of Michigan.Southern
by the Christian Reformed church
Division.In Faulty made In the case in which
Business Address:
Councilwill meet at the Ooni.cURoom*
‘k. Mr. Robherts has for tjie last
regma-n wts
complainant
Holland, Mickigan.
*
consider any suggestions or objections that Cornelia# J. Dregman
,

Me

«;

. ‘
l

EOBBERTSWILL
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I

be sod is
ted for hearing said petition;

inm-w
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-

office,

.

„
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-

gw

1915.

TOWARD

l£»nd

copy.)
ORRIE SLUITER.

years resided in Holland.
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and

Register of Probate
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MOB EIGHT
'.sh airman

DUTCH ORANGE BOOK

had

lost his

way

in

it

fog

Dutch terrilory. Moreover, he had lost n bomb.
HINTS OF
Amuses American Ladies
PERILS
The storv goes that Lady Johnstone
Jurt Ac War Broka, Thrilling Evants ml Madame Loudon— both are Ameran— eujoyed a hearty laugh over that
Occurrad On Narrow Strip of Hol•lost” bomb while their lords ami
land, Facing Germany on One
masters discussod the matter in grave
Side and Balgium On the
,ud diplomatic language.
Other— Was Sir Ed
Th-‘ constant passage of Zeppelins
over Holland on their way bark from
ward Gray There?
Htin-ks on London is another subject
THE HAGUE, Dft\ 30— Ever slu.p ’alt with in the Orange book. These
i'anious aircraft never pass over Holthe outbreak of the war the little -tate
over which Qneen Wilhelminarule* has !nud oil their way to l<ondon. The rea
in is simple. As long as they do not
bi*on on the edge of an abyss.
Holland possessesterritoryand strnt- ass over Dutch territory the governneut subjects all telegrams reporting
egiral positionswhb-h would be most
useful Kith to the Teutons and the their movements to a delay of six hours
British. Bcerea of Ineldeota have w- 80 far the Dutch have found no solution. Every fresh offenseis met with n
J rurred whidh might have dragged Holland into the war. That the independ- fresh protest from the Hngite and a
ent Dutchmen have avoided the many fresh expression of regret from Berlin.
pitfalls and snares in their path is due Of nil the difficulties which have yet
threatened the securityof Holland none
largely to the skill of one man. .look
inly to find himself above

LOOK AT THIS VALUE

GRAVE

IN

AN

AVOIDED

OVERCOAT

l

Only $7.50

•

i

I

„„„

foroi;;,
Netherlands

srUdo,:

mm

heavy black
woolen kersey Overcoat cloth

;

-m

it",
im,. h,,„
><
the
,,l,‘ P^blems eoouecteil with the varJdnkheer Loudon is of Si otch descent, '°us inland waterways. There iVe
a, his same indientes. He made hi. three of these to which ib ernatuma
mark as a diplomatist at Washington jdd.gat.onsattach The h»-t and best
where incidentally, he married a . harm known is the Scheldt,Which forms Anting American lady. He was recalledin hverp a connection with the sea. The
Hentember MU 3, to take charge of the I mouth of the river is in Dutch territory
Dutch foreign office. Minister Loudon
oconn-going ship can reach Ant
has always been a «|uiet man, never | werp without passing through Dutch
territorial waters. Possession of
given to self advertisement, tint lie is
nevertheless one of the most remark Scheldt would be much appreciated by
Britishand Teutons alike. ('ousc(|uentable men in European politics today.
Iv that famous estuary has given the
Subject to pressurefrom Berlin on one put,.h mnnv nilxi0UHmoments. I’robaside and from London on tlic other, his t)|v jj,,, m0Bj critical time was when the
every movement jealously watched by m,verm„entstarted building submnrinboth, surroundeilby an army
Hoboken,near intwerp. It was
what a story of intrigueand couiiter-ui-hnr(llv Hkely that the British would
trigue he could tell if l^is lips were
i,„Vf * if German submarines

$9.75 and $12.50
You have often paid t*ice the

A

free.
I

mn,i,> use of the outlet.

fine line of

$17.95, $19.00, $21.00 and $24.00.

However, by

fully shrouded in officiallanguage. nre|,|iut of great care, the Germans got
afforded by the Orange book which the I their submarines through the canal to
Dutch governmenthas just issued. It Zoobrugge.Then, British airmen came
is significantthat not a word is said along, did a good deal of damage at
of events which preceded the outbreak Hoboken,so that the Germans gave up
of hostilities. The historyof those crit- their scheme and the Dutch once more
ical days is still hidden in the archivesI breathed freely,
of the tall gloomy building which it will be remembered that before
stands at the northwestern corner of [Antwerp fell the British sank some
the Plein at The Hague, where Minister ships in the harbor, among them the
Louden presides over the foreign rein- passenger steamer Gneisennu. A Rot
iidbs q( hia sturdy little homeland,
terdnm firm took on the job of lifting
There
ere Th.a narrow strip of Dutch ter- j this vessel after the German occupation,
ritory which thrusts its way southward tint the British got hold of the news,
between Germany and Belgium. It was lodged a protest mid the Dutch firm
round that strip of territory that the withdrew.
German hosts poured into Belgium in | Tlte Rhine is the second international
the early days of the war. The invaders | waterway in Holland. By virtue of the
moved right along the Dutch frontier. Hhiuc navigation act, Holland cannot
And something happened, or is alleged stop the transport of goods into Ger
to have happened, in that narrow ^trip. many once they are Brought into the

UNDERWEAR
Fleece-lined Undershirt
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ful purchases, but
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What

price for Overcoats like these

Fur and fur-lined, and also Imitation Buffalo Overcoats at $17,
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made

for this Overcoat,
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can save

come

to

ocnsiorly

money by making care-

to our store

sell direct to

you

in

and look over

order to

SAVE

Don’t judge the goods by low prices.

that somethingwas no pen is waterway. Minister Loudon used this

COME

yet allowed to put on paper, for import* ^!U‘* verv skillfully tj* "'oi'l pressure
ant personages were Involved. Inime- f™.u .,the ®rit“hJ u"^.r th* «r(ler*!n’
diatelv afterwards an important diplo Leoum il. The third and Inst of these inmatiepersonage arrived poet haste from | ter national waterways is a canal runBritain. There are mnnv who believe ''"'K froni Helgium through Holland to
to this dav that the secret visitorwas Germany, over which German has cerno other a'personthat Sir Edward Grey. «»»» rtKht» of through transit.
He arrived on Sundav morning
Naturally, however,such rights do
disappeared the same
| not. «*temU° the transport of war n.a
terial or of supplies seized in Belgium
The time is not yet for the publicaby the German military. How to distintion of the true story of those critical
guish between legitimatecommerce and
day*. Suffice it to say that a rumor,
requisitionedgoods has been a constant
happily ill-founded, arose to the effect
source of anxiety to the unfortunate

for

AND LOOK AROUND

IN

you must see our merchandise

are the values

we

that they

: : : :

claim

in order to believe

:

and

night.

SSS'ST* E
war with which the Dutch Orange book
deal*. The commander-in chief of the
Dutch army, Gen. Snyders, institute! an
.inquiry.The result proved that German
troops had sot crossed Dutch territory.
That was the first danger safely pass

«d.

“

"“v
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HEROES DECLARES
U.

Stood for

S.

10

CONCRETE MARKERS
TO GUIDE TOURISTS
OVER W. M. PIKE

REPORT AUT0IS7B WILL

New Treaty

OVERCOAT

NOT LOOSE THEIB

WAY VERY EASILY

Men

of Lake Michigan Coast Guard
NOW.
Stations ParticularlyMentioned in
Beginningwith next spring, western
Annual Service Report Just
Micnigan promises to be a mecea for
Issued in Washington
autoiste.Besides the completion of the
Risked Lives to Save
Western Michigan pike, which in it*elf
would attract tourists to this part of
Others

The Orange book has much to say on
the subject of the British unvnl mensrts and the German submarines.MinigTH-fcoqden is a master of detail. He
•ever allowed to pass a single attack on
Dutch rights. He protested every time
and kept on protesting,never allowing
kiguelf to he dratvivn hair’s breadth
liroai the point at issue. Moreover, he J Many talcs of heroism on the Great
took foil advantage Of the {act that the Lakes by members of the life saving
»$y of Holland was oKgreat ini- and revenue cutter service 4 are related
both to Britain and to Germany, I in the annual report of the U. S. Coast
thweby got concessions f'om both. Guard just published . Letters of praise
The British order in council of
the boys were leceivedbvevervsts. 1914, created grave difficulties
Gwncrs of launch ”
and "I
land, the country being for the most voice appreciation of the work of the
ft dependent on oversea supplies for Kiberta stanon. Mhile en route t/om
factored articles and raw mater An-mlia to Frankfort the engine of this
The British government tried to l»u,u'hwviit wrong and a crew saved
ee Minister Louden to give official th*\ wrupni* from being dashed
antees that supplies should not t>e j ng1'!111*1 the piers and lost.
Ms'ii of the Charlevoixstation nrc
sent to Germany. Minister Loudon re
praised by owners of the gas boa* Casfused point-blank.
He points out in the Orange Book tanet. When seven miles out with five
that Hurh an agreement would be con- •nen aboard this craft met with an actrary to Dutch neutrality.Another cris- cident. Darkness came on, there was a
heavy northwest wind blowing am1 conis arose. It was solved by the establishment of the Netherlands Oversea siderable floating ice was a menace
trust. The trust is n combination of all when members of the crew saw the
the leading commercialhouses in the torch and lent aid. Special mention is

Oft.

for

«

l

1

Dutch

•

attacks,both from under the water amt
•the air, ceased as suddenly ns they be-

gan. The Orange book merely annouucGerman government denied any. change iu policy
mid promised to respect Dutch rights.
.•d in cold terms that the
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NOTIER, VAN ARK & WINTER

SWEEPING PRICE
REDUCTIONS

WM. H. LOUTIT HEADS
THE PIKE ASSOCIATION

ON OVERCOATS AND MACKINAWS
NAWi

GRAND HAVEN MAN ELECTED
PRESIDENT AT MEETING

in

IN

Our “Season”
well under

Muskegon,Dec. 30 — William II. Loutit of Grand Haven, was reelectedpresident of the Western Michigan Pike association at its meeting in the lovnl
Chamtier of Commerce offices late today.

The

is

fairly over-YOUlySis
o:
fts is O]

MUSKEGON

other 'officersnamed are:

stock at
several

Vicepresident,R. H. Sherwood, Watervliet;

months of wear ahead. This explains

selling at

-

50

you get these red
merchandise.

All
O

Mackinaw

A. B.K. Co.. 1915

inee 5 and 10c; evening 10 and 15c.

Lew Fields in “Old Dutch at the
Apollo Saturday,— Five big acts. A $2

-

Broadway Comedy at popular prices.

Notier,

Matinee 5 and 10c. Evening 10 and 15c.
“Silver Threads

0

Among

the Gold”—

at Apollo Theater, Monday, Jan. 3.

pe]

This means exact

—

-

Mat-

inee 5 and 10c; evening 10 and 15e.

the

following:-

All Mens and Young
Overcoats at 25% rj
have several coi

Rapids.
It was decided to at once begin a
big meudiership campaign for the association.The money realizedto be used in the purchase of hundreds of cement markers which will line each mile
of the pike.
0

a time when customers can ben

we come out to-day with

secretary Louis Conger, Muskegon;
treasurer,R. M. Hoffman. Manistee;
members of the executive hoard, D. 11.
Day, Grand Haven, chairman;Frank
Hamilton and John I. Gibson, Grand

-

way. We mikeitapracticetoclea
eaft-urj

'

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wilson who have
Theodore Peters of Ludington praised been visiting their parents, Mr. and
Capt. E. E. Pugh of Ludingtonstation Mrs. M. Secry returned this morning to
for aid given when his launch was in a Port Huron.
helpless condition off Hamlin beach.
Capt. L. C. Ludwig of the schooner I»Lew Fields in “Old Dutch at the
olda Bock writes a letter of appreciaApollo Saturday, — Five big acts. A $2
tion of the work of Capt. Nelson of
Muskegon in giving aid when his main- Broadway Comedy at popular prices.
Matinee 5 and 10c. Evening 10 and 15c.
sail ami jibs were carried away in a
hard gale. Many other crews receive
“Silver Threads Among the Gold”
similar praise.
at Apollo Theater, Monday, Jan. 3. Mat-

Foreign aircraft have been a constant
•ouree of trouble to the Dutch. Many
pages of the Orange book are devoted
to incidentsarisingtherefrom. The first
’incidentof note arose out of the first
British aerial raid on the Zeppelin
sheds at Dusseldorf. One of the airmen
Lew Fields in “Old Dutch at the
flew over Dutch territory—the same ter
Apolhr Saturday,— Five big acts. A »2
ritory as that referred to above. Dutch Broadway Camedy at popular prices.
soldiers fired at him. And n bomb Matinee ami 10c. Evening 10 and 15c.
dropped. Fortunately,it blew up some
cabbage*.The sequel came a few days
‘SilverThreads Among the Gold”—
r. Sir Allan Johnstone, his BrB"iimajesty’s minister called on Min- at Apollo Theater, Monday, Jan. 3. Matand. explained that a Brit- iuee 5 and lOej evening 10 and 15c.

‘

SALE

the state, officialsof the Pike association have now made arrangementsto
place large concrete markers each mile
of the r< utc. These markers are eight
feet in length, and will be five feet
above the ground. Four ot them will
weigh a ton. Each marker will be numbered and in the new guide book which,
will be issued In the spring, the locution of each marker will b" given *0
that antoistswill be able to I now exactly wh^re they are at any period of
their trip over the pike. This promises
io by of great assistanceto tourists who
are not acquainted with the road and
will do much to induce tourists making
their way north to take the Western
Michigan Pike route.

Netherlandswho give what the
of t',1l,t-Frank Johnson and the
as a Nation cannot give-a collective
'« n letter from (1. B.
.
«
.
I lint*.
I T
guarantee that goods Imported shall not Lofberg of Grand Haven. Lofberg
!*|H‘aksof “the noble act the crew did
be re-exported.
himself and son, on the little gas fish
The trust started work in the fill of
ing tug Gordilta, which was disabled
)Mt year with seven clerks. Today it
about eight miles out in the lake, on the
baa over four hundred ami its system
night of April 20 last.”
has been copied in other countries.
President J. 8. Morton of the G. 4 M.
German submarineswere a prolific
line sends a letters of thanks for the
source of anxiety to the Dutch in the
aid given by the Ghiengo crew at the
early days of the war on commerce.
time of the wreck of the steamer City
The Dutch are a practicalpeople. They
of Chicago, on account of tire. The boat
were the first to paint the names of
at the time was bound from St. Joseph
ibeir ships in large letters. Nevertheto Chicago with passengers and a load
less, two Dutch ships were sunk and
of fruit. When the blaze was discoverothers were subject to aerial attacks.
ed the crew of the steamer ran her on
Jonkheer Louden protested. He was |*othe Chicago harbor breakwater. The
Jite but forceful. The Orange Book
station lookout saw smoke issuingfrom
de»cril>es the note addressed to Berlin
tiic steamer and lost 110 time iu hastenon “an emphatic protest" ami adds
ing help to extinguish the blaze. Wothat the German governmentwas asked
men and children on board Were carried
to state whether the series of attacks
down ladders and set against the steamrepresented a change in policy. Miniser's side. All the passengers and crew
ter Louden acted with energy and at
one*. Bence it came about that the were saved.

.
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